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Appendix I

Ara Macao Holdings, L.P.
Property Appraisal

The following is an abbreviated version of an appraisal of the Ara Macao
Holdings, L.P. 600 acre Belize land parcel conducted in March of 2012 by ioVest

Development, L.L.C.
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Overview
The following is a projection of the current market value of the Ara Macao Resort & Marina; a master planned
residential and commercial resort and marina community under development in Belize, Central America (the
"Project"). The Project is located at the gateway to the Placencia Peninsula on the southern coast of Belize,
a sunny region highly prized for its great
weather, turquoise water and sugary sand
beaches (See Exhibit A, Location Maps. &

Surveys). Belize, located on the western
border of the Caribbean Sea in Central
America, is rich with history, geography and
1

culture. As a resort destination, Belize offers
to
prospective
developers
numerous

I (j
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competitive advantages when compared to

its Caribbean and
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Latin American sisters.
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The Belize advantage includes:
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•

Friendly,
stable
British

English

speaking

democracy

based

Parliamentary
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(much like U.S.A.)
r-

•

year-round
climate off main hurricane
track with clean environment
and
40%
of
land
under
preservation

•

U. S. citizens get guaranteed
title
to
land
with
dual
citizenship
under
Belize
Qualified Retired Persons Incentive Act

•

Comfortable

\

Pill
W

Law

¥

600 Acres of Tropical Waterfront
Property, a Mile of Virgin Sugar
Sand Beach

Low cost of living with Belize dollar fixed to U.S. dollar at 2 to 1

•

World class diving, grand slam fishing and Mayan ruins, many undiscovered

•

2 Hour Flight From U.S. (Miami, Charlotte, Atlanta, New Orleans, Dallas, Houston)

The Project is being developed on a 600 acre waterfront estate containing approximately one mile of
frontage on the Caribbean Sea and 200 linear feet of frontage on the Placencia lagoon (the "Property"). The
master site plan has been approved by the Belize Government, Department of the Environment to include
the following residential and commercial facilities: (See Exhibit B, Schematic Master Plan)

•
•

600 tropical forested acres with one mile of Caribbean white sand beach
68 acre deep water marina with full service docking for 459 vessels up to 200 feet in
length

•

456 Luxury beach-front condominiums, 296 marina waterway villas, 260 sea-view hotel
suites & 59 exclusive golf course home sites

•

Comprehensive amenity package including wellness center & spa, 18 hole signature golf
course, 100,000 square feet gaming casino & nightclub, 5 swimming pools, multiple
restaurants, 433,170 square feet of retail & commercial space

•

Unique support structures including indigenous plant nursery, rainforest nature preserve,
snorkeling reef, artesian water well and lighthouse

The Project has an appraised value of $109.6 Million as described below.
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This appraisal has been compiled by ioVest Development, L.L.C., the general partner of Ara Macao

Holdings, L.P. the beneficial interest holder of a Belize Land Trust, which holds title to the Property. (See
Chain of Ownership below) This appraisal has not been reviewed by, nor have its conclusions been

confirmed by any third party independent appraiser. The information provided is based on ioVest's first hand
information of local and regional markets and contains projections of value based on assumptions deemed to
be reasonable. (A detailed Market Study, is available by request)
Chain of Ownership
Project
Name:

Ara Macao Resort & Marina

Land
Ownership:

Ara Macao Trust

Trustee:

Belize Land Trust Services Ltd.
99 Albert Street

Belize City, Belize
Central America
Beneficiary:

Ara Macao Holdings, L.P.

General
Partner:

ioVest Development, L.L.C.

Manager:

ioVest Management, Inc.

Projection of Value

The Property is presently in a pre-construciion phase of development. $15 Million of development costs have
been expended as follows:
1. Land Acquisition

$6.9 Million
3.2

2. Entitlement

3. Syndication

1.4

4. General Operating Expenses
5. Marketing And Sales

1.8

6. Construction
Total

1.3
.4
$15.0 Million

The Property is presently free and clear of any mortgage debt or other encumbrance.

The appraised value of the Property has been developed by examining two methods of valuation:
1.

2.

Current Market Value of Underlying Land
Projected Value as a Fully Entitled and Approved Master Planned Resort Community

Current Market Value of Underlying Land
The Property is strategically located at the northern gateway to the Placencia Peninsula. The term gateway
is used here because it is the only land bridge to the Peninsula, since the southern area of the Peninsula is
surrounded by water on three sides. As a result, land travelers desiring to enter onto the Peninsula must
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pass through the Property. The Property's intrinsic value has recently been enhanced by certain critical area
infrastructure programs, some of which have been completed and others which are currently in progress.

Riversdale Placencia Roadway
The government of Belize has started an infrastructure improvement initiative in the Southern coastal district
of Belize where the Project is located. From the time it was originally carved out of the jungle, the original dirt
Riversdale Placencia Road, was covered in deep ruts, potholes, dust and was prone to frequent flooding,
which impeded traffic and retarded the growth of resort development on the Placencia Peninsula. The first
government infrastructure project undertaken in the region has been the Riversdale Placencia Road

Improvement Project. This 50 foot wide 26 miles long two-lane roadway consists of two segments; the
tweive-mile road from the Belize Southern Highway to Riversdale and the fourteen-mile road from Riversdale
to Placencia Village. Completed in the Fall of 2010, the new roadway features a complete re-engineering
and design, new culverts and other drainage systems, asphalt paving, road signs, and various streetscaprng
programs. The new roadway provides safe high-speed access from the Central American highway system to
the Placencia Peninsula, which is projected to attract a significant increase in tourism and travel to the
region.
Placencia International Airport
A new international airport is being developed about 4 kilometers north and west ot the Property. The airport
will feature a 9,000-foot main runway, terminal, customs station and various support and service structures.

As of this writing, the main runway has bas been poured, all of the structures have gone vertical and the
airport is projected to be open within 12 to 18 months. It is projected that the airport will service direct flights
from and to the various points of embarkation throughout the Americas effectively providing 2-hour direct
flights from key U.S. markets including Miami, Charlotte, New Orleans, Houston and Dallas Fort Worth. It will
also provide airlift from major European, Middle East and Asian Markets as well by facilitating the
deployment of wide body aircraft. This enhanced airlift is undoubtedly a significant breakthrough for the Ara
Macao Property, particularly if a master plan resort community is implemented.
Fresh Water Aquifer

Caribbean resort developments frequently encounter conflict when using local resources such as water.
Typically, most Caribbean beachfront destinations are relatively dry and must use catchment, desalination,
various types of purification such as reverse osmosis or purchase water from a larger supplier or some
combination of each. Moreover many destinations such as Mexico and others have water contaminated with
harmful bacteria that inevitably finds its way into a public water supply rendering unsuspecting tourists with
various consequences. AMH has discovered a significant fresh water aquifer at the northwest corner of the
Property within the boundaries of the planned Nature Preserve.
During the Environmental Impact

Assessment process, AMH drilled two exploratory welts, one of which perforated a sandstone aquifer at
approximately 60 feet, which then continued to a depth of 125 feet. The aquifer, with a total thickness of 65
feet has now been pump tested at an amazing 400+ gallons per minute with a head draw down of only 4 to 5
feet using the two largest pumps that could be located in the area.
The Project engineer believes that when the water supply system is fully installed, with larger properly
calibrated pumping equipment, the well could have a free flowing sustainable pumping capacity of 1,000
gallons per minute or about 1.4 million gallons per day. To put this in perspective, upon completion of the
residential and commercial spaces in the Project Master Plan, the Project is estimated to use only about
325,000 gallons of fresh water per day. This calculation is based on full occupancy of all residential and
commercial space, which is unlikely to ever occur (the Project's financial projections are based on a 60%
occupancy). The Project engineer believes this is the most significant water well ever drilled in the entire
country and its discovery may, over time, prove to be more financially important than the discovery of oil
reserves in the northern part of Belize. Of equal significance, the water from the well tested of excellent
quality. It is also believed that additional wells can be drilled on the property without losing pressure or
damaging the aquifer, because the rain falling in the rain forest effectively is limitless. It is reasonable to
conclude that the excess capacity from the existing well and new capacity from additional wells could serve
as the basis for establishing a water business in the Project and a new profit center.
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New Sewer System
Engineers Without Borders (EWB) is a group of accomplished engineers who offer their services pro bono to
emerging nations. EWB has been working with the Belize Department of the Environment in conjunction with

Placencia Village to develop a new sewer system for the Peninsula. The proposed system has been
approved for financing by the International Development Bank, and is scheduled to start construction in
2012. Not only will the new system provide a more cost effective solution to liquid waste problems, it will
additionally help to support higher property values by attracting more and new development. A bonus for the
Project, if implemented, is that it will be able to contribute capital to hook up to the new system at a fraction

of the current projections to build a stand-alone system.
Depth of Land Facilitates Marina Development
Another developmental advantage of the Property manifests in its approximately one-half mile of depth from
East to West Because of this depth, the proposed Master Planned Marina would be the only protected

inland resort marina of its size and scope in Belize offering direct access to the Caribbean. There are
currently no other protected inland marinas of this size in existence in Belize. There is one small marina with
Caribbean access at the Old Belize tourist area in Belize City. However, it can only facilitate less than 50
boats, has a relatively shallow draft and requires constant dredging because of the significant sand and silt
build up typical of the Belize City shoreline. There is another inland Marina being built North of the Property
in the Hopkins area but it is accessed through a shallow lagoon and will not be able to facilitate larger yachts
and super yachts and because of its remote location, is not competitive to the Ara Macao Project. A Marina
is under development to the South of the Property but it is being built within a manmade breakwater, which
offers questionable protection to its patrons in stormy weather. There are also several smaller marinas on the
lagoon side of the Placencia Peninsula. These, however, suffer from a relatively shallow draft in the lagoon,
4 to 8 feet in many areas, and require significant time and fuel to travel to the cut by Placencia village to gain
access to the open sea.
Property Development Zones

The Property's northwestern boundary line begins on the new Riversdale Placencia Road directly across
from the new Placencia International Airport. It continues eastward until it reaches the community of
Riversdale then turns south toward the village of Placencia. For purposes of estimating the intrinsic value of
the land, we have divided the property into three distinct areas and uses, the Commercial and Retail Zones,
which total 400 acres, the 100-acre Residential Beach Zone and the 100-acre Residential Lagoon Zone. The
graphic below, which has been extracted from the Property plat of survey, has been highlighted with colored
shadings to illustrate specific locations within the Property that could be developed for retail, commercial and
residential uses.

The Commercial and Retail Zone
Because of the projected increase in traffic resulting from the new Riversdale Placencia Roadway, the
Placencia International Airport and the anticipated growth in tourism visits, general business trade and rising
population, property owned along this roadway is likely to have many new retail, commercial and residential
uses. Strip centers, malls, automotive services, office buildings, medical facilities, crafts and other tourism
attractions will be able to cater to and facilitate the new traffic moving along the roadway.
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Within the Commercial and Retail Zone, we tind three distinct subdivisions or tracts: the Airport Tract, the
Riversdale Junction Tract and the Placencia Corridor Tract. The Airport Tract, the orange shaded area,
which lies approximately one half mile east of the entrance to the Placencia International Airport, is suitable
for a number of commercial uses such as storage, transportation services and office space. The Airport Tract
measures approximately one half mile to the Riversdale Junction Tract, which is where the Riversdale Road
ends and the Placencia road begins. Here at the Riversdale Junction we find two commercial use
opportunities. The graphic shows that the Property includes the entire southwest comer in green and the
southeast comer in violet. Both comers offer excellent visibility and access to such retail uses as automotive
services and retail shopping. Continuing south along the Placencia Corridor Tract, the blue shaded area, the
Property offers over a mile of retail and commercial frontage on both sides of the rvad.
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For purposes of valuation, we will assume these tracts could be divided into one-acre commercial lots

measuring 100 feet of Riversdale and Placencia Road frontage by 435.6 of depth. The total commercial
acreage for the three commercial zones is computed as follows. The Riversdale Road frontage is
approximately one-half mile on one side and the Placencia Road Frontage is approximately one mile on two
sides. That works out to a total commercial frontage of 13,200 linear feet (5,280 feet per mile) and 132
commercial lots and acres (100 feet per lot). In determining a price per acre we looked at current sales and

listings of 11 comparable properties on the Placencia Peninsula that have frontage on the Placencia Road.
The March 2012 table below shows that the average price per acre for these properties works out to

$387,120.00. It is projected that the three commercial and retail tracts comprising approximately 132 acres
indicates a total value of $51.1 Million for this component of the Property.

Comparative Commercial Property Pricing, Placencia Peninsula

Linear Feet of
Placencia
Road

Linear Feet of

# of Acres

Frontage

Depth

Placencia Village

2.0

360

240

South Peninsula

0.15

70

90

South Peninsula

0.19

25

North Peninsula

0.4

80

Mid Peninsula

0.27

Mid Peninsula

0.39

South Peninsula

Property Location (1)

Price per
Price

Acre

Utiltities (2)

$150,000

W, E

100,000

666,667

N/A

100

50,000

263,158

N/A

220

80,000

200,000

W, E

86

135

179,000

662,963

W, E

80

209

199,999

512,818

W, E

0.15

70

90

100,000

666,667

W, E

1.2

135

400

300,000

250,000

W, E

North Peninsula

0.38

80

220

260,000

684,211

W, E

Mid Peninsula

49.1

1550

1380

5,300,000

107,943

W,E

Mid Peninsula

1.8

81

100

169,000

93,889

W,E

Mid Peninsula

$300,000

$387,120

Average

Footnotes:

tl) Location The Peninsula is divided into four locations:

(21 Utilities Utilities are coded as follows:

a. Placencia Village,

Southern Tip of the Peninsula

W = Water

b. North Peninsula,

From Maya Beach to Riversdale

E = Electric Power

c. Mid Peninsula,

From Seine Bight to Maya Beach

P = Phone

d. South Peninsula,

from Placencia Village to Seine Bight

I = Internet

The Beach Zone
Certainly, the most valuable component of the Property is its 5,100 feet of Caribbean beach (the "Beach

Zone"). For purposes of placing a value on this component of the Property, we make the assumption that the
beachfront area is subdivided into 51 beachfront residential lots, each measuring 100 linear feet of
beachfront by 435.6 feet of depth, which computes to one-acre lots. This is a very generous proportion for
the lots considering most beachfront lots along the Placencia Peninsula are typically only one-third to one-

half acre with an average of about 80 feet of beach frontage and 180 to 250 feet of depth. Adding about 41

acres of roads, utilities and and common areas to the 51 acres of residential lots, we arrive at a figure of 100
acres for the Beach Zone. However, the typical measurement of value for Caribbean beachfront property is
its price per linear foot of beachfront not price per acre. The table below presents market data collected in a
February 2012 survey of beachfront land prices in 21 locations within the two primary beach destinations in
Belize; Ambergris Caye and the Placencia Peninsula. The average pricing for recently sold and listed

beachfront properties now stands at $8,1 13 per linear foot of beachfront, which computes to $41.3 Million
for this component of the Property.
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Placencia Peninsula & Ambergris Caye, Belize, C.A.
Comparative Land Pricing, February 2012
Location

Footnot

e

Acres

Ocean
Footage

1

25

600

$7,500,000

$ 300,000

12,500

Feb-1i

2

180

1,900,000

1,202,532

10,556

10,833

Nov-10
Sep-10

#

Price

Price per

Price per

Acre

Ocean Ft.

Sale
Date

Recent Sales:
Roberts Grove

Placencia

$

Undeveloped Property Placencia
Cabal property
Placencia
Undeveloped Property Placencia
Developed Property
Placencia

3

1.58
1.85

180

1,950,000

54,054

4

4.5

275

1,700,000

377,778

6,182

NA

5

1.6

105

950,000

593,750

9,048

Developed Property
Undeveloped Lot

Placencia

6

4

200

1,500,000

375,000

7,500

2010
2010

7

324,500

649,000

4,917

2010

8

0.5
8.3

66

Lily's Hotel

Placencia
Ambgrs Caye

118

1,200,000

10,169

2009

Undeveloped Lot
Developed

Placencia
Ambgrs Caye

9

7.5

200

7,500

2009

10

10

325

1,500,000
1,300,000

144,578
200,000
130,000

4,000

2009

Kitty's Place

Placencia
Placencia

11

300

550,000

5,500

2008

12

3
4.3

13

36

Nautical Inn
Luba Hati

•

229

1,650,000
1,700,000

395,349

7,424

2008

1,000

6,000,000

36,667

6,000

Mar-08

Singing Sands

Placencia
Placencia

14

1.94

104

1,500,000

773,196

14,423

2009

Rum Point

Placencia

15

6.28

728

4,000,000

636,943

16

1.6

120

1,200,000

750,000

5,495
10,000

2011
2011

Undeveloped Property Placencia Vill.

Average Sold Pricing

$ 518, 678

$

8,253

Current Listings:

Sheri Property

Placencia

17

28.8

1,277

6,500,000

225,694

5,090

NA

Residential Lot

Placencia

18

1.94

104

1,500,000

773,196

14,423

NA

80

600,000

1,666,667

7,500

NA

180

444,259

4,502

NA

Residential Lot

Maya Beach

19

0.36

Commercial Lot

Placencia

20

1.3

Beach Front Property
Commercial Property

N. Placencia
Placencia

Commercial Property

£lacencia_

21

4.5

22
23

6.21

208

1,500,000
1,700,000
2,000,000

6.6

200

1,700,000

275

196,020

6,181

NA

294,118

9,615
8,500

NA

257,576

Average Listed Pricing

$ 551,076

Average Sold & Listed

$ 534,877

$

$

NA

7,973

8,113

The Lagoon Zone
The southwest corner of the Property features over 200 linear teet ot frontage on the Placencia Lagoon.
Over the last few years, beachfront property on the Peninsula has become unaffordable for many seeking to
own a residence in Placencia. As a result, the Lagoon side has been increasing in popularity for establishing
residential communities with more favorable pricing. The attraction is to own a waterfront residence, with a
richer ecological experience filled with the Lagoon's abundant wildlife as well as accessibility to various
marine recreational activities such as fishing and kayaking. The following table is the result of a March 2012
survey of 12 lagoon front properties on the Placencia Peninsula.
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Comparative Lagoon Property Pricing, Placencia Peninsula
Linear Feet of

Placencia
Lagoon

Linear Feet of

# of Acres

Frontage

Depth

South Peninsula

4.5

275

660

South Peninsula

1.39

125

125

South Peninsula

0.4

65

70

Property Location (1)

Price per
Price

$

1,700,000

Acre

S

377,778

Utiltities (2)
W, E, P, I

375,500

270,144

W,E

90,000

225,000

W, E

Mid - Peninsula

0.27

76

135

179,000

662,963

W, E

Mid-Peninsula

0.39

90

209

199,999

512,818

W, E

Mid-Peninsula

0.92

100

400

300,000

326,087

W, E

North Peninsula

0.38

80

220

260,000

684,211

W, E

North Peninsula

0.39

75

98

209,000

535,897

W, E

Mid-Peninsula

1.16

180

310

155,000

133,621

W, E

South Peninsula

0.18

75

108

150,000

833,333

W,E

Mid Peninsula

49.1

833

1380

5,300,000

107,943

W,E

Mid Peninsula

0.5

76

100

338,000

W,E

169,000

Average

$417,316

Footnotes:

(1) Location The Peninsula is divided into four locations:

(2i Utilities Utilities are coded as follows:

a. Placencia Village,

Southern Tip of the Peninsula

b. North Peninsula,

From Maya Beach to Riversdale

E = Electric Power

c. Mid Peninsula,

From Seine Bight to Maya Beach

P = Phone

d. South Peninsula,

From Placencia Village to Seine Bight

I = Internet

W = Water

The survey indicates an average price per acre of $417,316. However, The Property's lagoon frontage is
limited to 200 linear feet, which means that the lagoon frontage would need to be a common area to
residents who own the 100 one-acre lots. For that reason, we will use the lowest price per acre in the survey,
which is $1 07,943 to value this area. This puts the 100 Lagoon Zone acres at a potential value of $10.7
Million.

Interior I and
After subtracting the 132 acre Commercial Zone, the 100 acre Beach Zone and the 100 acre Lagoon Zone

from the Property's 600 acres, we are left with 268 acres of interior land. Interior land on the Peninsula can
range from $10,000 to $50,000 per acre depending on its particular attributes and location. For purposes of
this valuation, we will use the low end of the valuation range, which puts the 268 acres of interior land at
$2.7 Million.

Composite Value
Adding up the four Property components, we arrive at a composite of the Current Market Value of the

Underlying Land of $109.6 Million for the Property:
Commercial Zone
Beach Zone
Lagoon Zone

Interior Land
Total

Case 3:18-bk-03615-PS

$54.9 Million
41.3 Million

10.7 Million
2.7 Million
$109.6 Million
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BELSTATE REALTORS
REF.: 1319/15

Calvin E.S. Neal, CEI, SCV
Certified Environmental Inspector
Senior Certified Valuer
Senior Justice of the Peace

2 Belize Street
P.O. Box 243
Belmopan, Belize, C.A.
Tel: 501-822-2709
Fax: 501-822-2880
Email: belrealtor@btl.net

__________________________________________________________
November 30, 2015
Mr. Paul Goguen
BELIZE ABRI LIMITED
Withfield Tower
2nd Floor
4792 Coney Drive
Belize City
Belize
Dear Sir,
RE:

APPRAISAL OF BLOCKS A, B, C & D TOGETHER COMPRISING 616.505 ACRES
RIVERSDALE BLAIR ATHOL AREA, PLACENCIA, STANN CREEK DISTRICT, BELIZE.

SITUATE

In accordance with your instructions we have carried out an inspection and Appraisal of the above
Subject Property and submit our findings in this Report.
The Summary Appraisal Report is intended to comply with the Appraisal requirements in SR 2-2
of the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice (USPAP) and the provisions set forth
by the International Real Estate Institute (IREI). As such, this Appraisal Report presents
reasoning and analysis used in the development of our Appraisal opinions. Detailed supporting
documentation concerning data, reasoning and analysis will be retained in our files.
This Appraisal Report is prepared for the purpose defined. The Report has been prepared to
ascertain Market Value of the Subject Property with a “Forecast Value” taking into account
proposed developments. The date of inspection is November 19, 2015. This Appraisal Report has
at the
been prepared for and is restricted to
Client’s request.
The Market Value was established assuming that the Subject Property is held Freehold, without
encumbrance and offered with the benefit of vacant possession taking no account of the business
conducted thereon.

WE OFFER THE BEST IN REAL ESTATE SERVICES INCLUDING BROKERAGE,
SALES, PURCHASE, APPRAISAL, CONSTRUCTION & CONSULTANCY
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

- Over 20 Years Experience -
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Belstate Realtors Ltd.

File No. 1319/15

Open Market Value is defined as:
“An opinion of the best price at which the sale of an Interest in the Subject Property would have
been completed unconditionally for cash consideration on the date of Valuation, assuming:
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

A willing Seller and Buyer
That, prior to the date of valuation, there had been a reasonable period
(having regard to the nature of the Subject Property and the state of the
Market) for the proper marketing of the interest for the agreement of the
price and terms and for the completion of the Sale;
That the state of the Market, level or Values and other circumstances
were, on any earlier assumed date of exchange of contracts, the same as
on the date of valuation.
That no account is taken of any additional bid by a prospective
purchaser with a special interest; and
That both parties to the transaction have acted knowledgeably,
prudently and without prejudice or compulsion.

Taxes
Our Values exclude the impact of Taxes within Belize.
Disposal Costs
Our Values excluded the impact of disposal costs. They represent gross values.
Finance Agreements
We are not aware of any financial agreements or other such matters affecting the Subject
Property. We have not taken the impact of any financial arrangements into account in concluding
our values and have valued the Subject Property on the Freehold assumption.
Environmental
We have made no investigation into environmental factors that may affect the Subject Property.
Your attention is drawn to the Assumptions and Limiting Conditions in this regard.
Assets Excluded
Goodwill, Going Concern, Utensils, Furnishing & fittings, Vehicles, Machinery & Equipment,
Workers’ compensation.
Assets Included
Real Estate comprising land in its vacant form & proposed development as per plans and
projections supplied by Client.
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Valuation Conclusion
Having inspected the Subject Property and taking into account all the relevant factors including
Market condition, it is our informed opinion, and we have come to the conclusion that the Market
Value as at November 19, 2015 is estimated to be:
Direct Comparison Approach (US$)
Blocks B & D together
Blocks A & C together
Latent Value
Indicated Value

Value Rounded to

:
:
:
:

$
$
$
$

26,815,000
26,355,780
7,957,617
61,146,397

:

$

61,000,000

[SIXTY ONE MILLION UNITED STATES DOLLARS]

Dated at BELMOPAN, BELIZE
This 30th of November 2015
FOR BELSTATE REALTORS LIMITED

.………………………………..
CALVIN E. S. NEAL, SR.
IREI:
Senior Certified Valuer
Certified Environmental Inspector
Certified International Real Estate Consultant
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
ADDRESS OF PROPERTY

:

South of Riversdale Road, Blair
Athol

PROPERTY TYPE

:

Undeveloped

EFFECTRIVE DATE OF APPRAISAL

:

November 19, 2015

OWNER

:

Belize Abri Limited

PROPERTY RIGHTS APPRAISED

:

Fee Simple

Location

:

Placencia Peninsula, Stann Creek
District

Site Description

:

Area of 616.505 acres

Official Plan

:

Open

Zoning

:

N/a

Existing Use

:

Vacant

Highest and Best Use

:

Residential Real Estate
Single Family Residential,
Medium Density Residential and/or
Tourism Development

PROPERTY DESCRIPTION

LAND USE
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ESTIMATE OF MARKET VALUE (USD)
Direct Comparison Approach





Blocks B & D together
Blocks A & C together
Latent Value
Indicated Value

Value Rounded to

:
:
:
:

$
$
$
$

26,815,000
26,355,780
7,957,617
61,146,397

:

$

61,000,000
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REQUEST
The Appraisal Report is prepared at the request of BELIZE ABRI LIMITED a company duly registered under
the Law of Belize with offices at Withfield Tower, 2nd Floor, 4792 Coney Drive, Belize City Belize.
PURPOSE OF APPRAISAL
The purpose of the appraisal is to ascertain the Market Value of the Subject Property with a “Forecast
Value” taking into account proposed developments, as presented in a US$2.5 Million Request for
Construction & Development Financing as presented to Atlantic International Bank Limited. Appraisal is
on the assumption of good Marketable Title.
SCOPE OF THE APPRAISAL
The Scope of the Appraisal encompasses the necessary research and analysis to prepare a report in
accordance with the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice (USPAP). Each appraisal
assignment is unique, depending upon the type and size of property being appraised, the complexity and
significance of the appraisal problem, and the intended use of the appraisal.
In regard to the Subject Property, the appraisal process involved the following steps:
1. Inspected and photographed the Subject Property on November 19, 2015.
2. Property data was obtained by a personal inspection of the subject and review of associated
documents at the Belize Lands Title Unit.
3. Other data is based on information obtained from various sources including government
publications, municipal economic development departments and other publications.
4. Considered the development trends, economic and real estate market conditions in relation to the
Subject Property existing as of the effective date; reviewed and analyzed the sales history of the
subject.
5. Considered the physical, functional and economic characteristics of the Subject Property.
6. Completed a sub-search of the titles.
7. Considered and analysed the Highest and Best Use of the property.
8. Conducted market research with regard to comparable sales.
9. Sales data was obtained from registry offices.
10. In considering the purpose and intended use of the appraisal, we utilized only the "Direct
Comparison" approach to value. The "Cost" and "Income" Approaches to value are not utilized in
the appraisal of vacant land.
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11. After assembling and analyzing the data defined, a final estimate of value was made.
EFFECTIVE DATE OF APPRAISAL
The appraisal is a current valuation, with an effective date of the value estimate being November 19,
2015. The appraisal was made in accordance with conditions pertaining at that date.
PROPERTIES DESCRIPTION
ALL THOSE FOUR (4) PIECES OR PARCELS of land being Block A (381.014 acres), Block B (134.336 acres),
Block C (58.249 acres) and Block D (42.906 acres) together comprising 616.505 acres situate south of
Riversdale Road in the Blair Athol Area, Placencia Peninsula, Stann Creek District, Belize as shown and
described on a Plan of Survey by J.H. Hertular Licensed Land Surveyor and recorded in Register No.7
Entry No 11370 on 10th July, 2008 at the Land and Surveys Department, Belize Together with all buildings,
erections and development thereon and hereinafter referred to as Subject Property.
TITLE PARTICULARS & LEGAL DESCRIPTIONS
Blocks A & B held and duly registered at the Belize Lands Title Unit in T.C.T. VOLUME 41 FOLIO 59
Blocks C & D held and duly registered at the Belize Lands Title Unit in T.C.T. VOLUME 41 FOLIO 60
The description and legal survey are described on registered Survey Plan Map Entry No 11370 in Register
No 7 at the Belize Lands Title Unit identified as follows:
Block

Acreage

A

381.014

B

134.336

C

58.249

D

42.906

Total

616.505

LAND DESCRIPTION
The acreage confirmed to be 616.505 acres. The topography is generally flat land, undeveloped with full
running frontage and access via the Placencia Road. Blocks B & D, comprising 177.242 acres, is located
6|Page
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along the Caribbean Sea coast and have 5,363 footage of beach front with the Placencia Road to the West.
The 66 foot beach reserve is in effect as per the laws of Belize.
Blocks A & C, comprising 439.263 acres, is the Western section of the Subject Property with full frontage
on the Placencia Road.
INFRASTRUCTURE
All infrastructure is in place and affordably available. Placencia Road is a paved macadamised 2-lane traffic
artery linking the Southern Highway. Access to the Peninsula is by land, sea and air with a new International
Airport under construction in the area.
NEIGHBOURHOOD DESCRIPTION
The Subject Property is located south of Riversdale. The Placencia area is bounded to the north by the
village limits of Riversdale, to the east by the Caribbean Sea, to the west by Placencia Lagoon, and to the
south by Placencia Village. The area is primarily jungle and residential in nature, with single-family homes
and condominium complexes the most prevalent forms of development. There is also a limited amount of
supporting commercial development, primarily in Placencia Village and along the only major thoroughfare
along the peninsula. This thoroughfare traverses the neighbourhood in a north/south direction and was
recently finished with asphalt/concrete pavement, allowing for faster and easier access to the
neighbourhood.
A physical inspection of the area revealed some vacant land available for development. The neighbourhood
has been developed mostly with single-family home sites. However, given that some areas of the peninsula
are narrow, development is limited because of the lot sizes as well as the mangroves that mostly cover the
west (lagoon) side of the peninsula. Extensive beach frontage is scarce and costly for low-rise development.
The development of high-rise structures is limited by the local village council approval and subject to public
hearings and strict environmental assessment.

Currently, without some type of variance approval,

development is restricted to three stories or 40 feet.
Overall, the Placencia neighbourhood appears to be adequately served by public services, including water,
sewer, electricity, and telephone service. Educational facilities available to the area are considered to be
adequate, as are police and fire protection.
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In general, the subject neighbourhood is considered to be one of the more desirable areas of the market area
in which to live, as evidenced by the quantity of development in the area.
ECONOMIC ACTIVITY
Situated on an eighteen-mile stretch of land extending from Riversdale to Placencia village, the peninsula
is home to 3,500 residents with the village of Placencia accounting for 1,500 or 50% of the peninsula’s
population. The peninsula encompasses the communities of Riversdale, Maya Beach, Seine Beight and
Placencia.
Growing in international recognition, in 2013, Placencia peninsula swept the BTB’s Annual Tourism
Awards winning seven (7) of the nine (9) categories namely: Small Hotel of the Year; Restaurant of the
Year; Front Line Person of the Year; Tour Guide of the Year; Tour Operator of the Year; Festival of the
Year and Hospitality Award. Placencia is recognized for having the best beaches on the mainland - only
locale with white sand beaches.
It is expected that ongoing sustainable tourism and infrastructure projects will enhance further Belize’s
brand. Recent or ongoing developments include:


Belize Sustainable Development Program: Funded by the Government of Belize and the InterAmerican Development Bank (IDB), US$13.322 million is being utilized to upgrade overnight
tourism destinations in Belize including the Cayo district, Ambergris Caye, Placencia peninsula
and Belize City.



In February of 2013, the Belize Tourism Board announced that for the first time overnight arrivals
exceeded the 250,000 mark. Meanwhile, overnight tourism is forecasted to be at an all-time high
in 2015.



Belize dominated Trip Advisor’s list of “Top 25 Hotels in the World” – Phoenix Resort of San
Pedro was named “2012 Best Overall Hotel in the World”, while Hamanasi Adventure and Diver
Resort of Hopkins was third on that list. On the regional stage, Phoenix Resort, Hamanasi
Adventure and Xanadu Island Resort of San Pedro topped the list of the best hotels in Central
America, while Coco Plum Island Resort came in at number five and Turneffe Island Resort at
number seven. With Belize’s hotels garnering five of the remaining twenty spots, Belize dominated
the list of “Top 25 Hotels in Central America”.
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In April of 2013, Blue Hole was recognized as the seventh best dive spot (in the world) among fifty
locations by Jade Bremner of CNN International-a credible outlet with a huge following of up two
hundred million households around the globe and in the range of half a million visitors online.



'The National,' an English newspaper based in the United Arab Emirates, nominated Belize as the
second best snorkelling location in the world.



In 2013, three (3) of Belize's beaches were ranked 7th, 8th, and 9th as the ‘Best Beaches in Central
America’ by Trip Advisor.



In 2014, Belize again dominated TripAdvisor’s Awards–Belize’s hotels and resorts earned thirty
seven (37) distinguished mentions.



Norwegian Cruise Lines’ new call in the South of the country is expected to increase Belize’s - and
by extension Placencia’s – visibility.

DEMAND AND MARKET
Vital to the economy the tourism industry is a major employer and contributor to Belize’s GDP and a
significant hard currency earner. Hotels and Restaurants – a crude proxy for tourism activity - contributes
roughly BZ$86.0 million to Belize’s GDP. Although an increase, this contribution represents a decrease
when compared to pre-crisis levels when hotels and restaurants contributed some BZ$91.4 million (2007)
and BZ$87.5 (2006) to the economy. Nonetheless, recent estimates are that the tourism industry contributes
either directly or indirectly to over 25% of all jobs. The hotel industry alone directly employs over 4,000
persons with jobs ranging from managers and accountants to cooks and maintenance personnel. The
industry remains highly susceptible to external shocks. Despite the economic downturn, the industry is still
the fastest growing in Belize.
Notwithstanding significant investments to improve overnight destinations and Belize’s brand and
recognitions/awards, the success or growth in the real estate development and tourism sectors – and to a
large extent Belize’s commodity based economy – is largely dependent on the recovery of the global
economy, in general, and the recovery and stability in key source markets, namely the United States, Europe
and Canada.
DATA SOURCE
1. Ground Inspection
2. Reference Survey Map E11370 R7
3. Market Comparables
9|Page
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4. Development Project: Proposal & Financials
5. Market Analysis

COMPARABLE ANALYSIS
The comparables were carefully reconciled to within per acre unit and safeguarded with sales depicting
individual lots. In-so-far as the per acre shows, the constant is say $80,000 to $90,000 per acre. These are
two extremes reconciled to $60,000 per acre, adjusted for infrastructure costs, etc. As shown lots sale show
a constant of $250,000 to $350,000 per lot ranging from 650 – 1,000 square metres.
HIGHEST & BEST USE
Considering the permitted legal uses, the size of the land, its location, neighbourhood and amenities it is
my opinion that the site is suited for residential real estate development, more specifically high-end lot
subdivision to of medium density and single-family residences with associated amenities such as a marina
and attendant commercial and retail spaces. Alternatively, the location is just as well suited for tourism
development. Proposed uses are not mutually exclusive. It is therefore my opinion that as at the effective
date of November 19, 2015 the Highest and Best Use of the Subject Property, as is vacant, is high-end
medium density and single-family residential and/or tourism development.
VALUATION SUMMARY (US$)
Blocks B & D:
177.242 acres with 5,363 feet of beach @ say $5,000/beach foot

$26,815,000

Blocks A & C:
439.263 acres @ say $60,000 per acre
Primary Value is say:

$26,355,780
$53,170,780

Latent Value say 15%

$ 7,975,617

Indicated Value say

$61,146,397

Value Rounded to

$61,000,000
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Appraiser opines that an Early Realization Sale of Blocks B & D (Beach) in its natural state is say 80% of
indicated value. Blocks A & C would be say 60% of indicated value.
EXTRAORDINARY ASSUMPTIONS AND HYPOTHETICAL CONDITIONS
A hypothetical condition is defined as that which is contrary to what exists but is supposed for the purpose
of analysis. Hypothetical conditions assume conditions contrary to known facts about physical, legal or
economic characteristics of the Subject Property, or about conditions external to the property, such as
market conditions or trends; or about the integrity of data used in an analysis.
Under the hypothetical conditions, it is understood that:
a. The improved subject property does not yet, in fact, exist as of the effective date of this appraisal.
b. The analysis performed to develop the opinion of market value is based on a hypothesis specifically
that, the improved Subject Property is assumed to exist when in fact it does not (yet) exist.
c. Certain events need to occur, as referenced in PURPOSE OF APPRAISAL on Page 5 of this report
as per presented maps, plans and sales projections, before the property appraised with the proposed
improvements will in fact exist; and
d. The appraisal does not address unforeseeable events that would alter the proposed property
improvements and/or market conditions reflected in the analysis.
Should any of these assumptions change, the opinion of value will likely be affect and impact the conclusion
provided in the appraisal.
We assume the Subject Property to be available for development to its highest and best use [as proposed]
free and clear of all liens and encumbrances.
CERTIFICATION
Based upon the data, analysis and conclusions contained herein, the market value of the interest in the
Subject Property as at November 19, 2015, is estimated at:

SIXTY ONE MILLION UNITED STATES DOLLARS
US$61,000,000
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I certify that, to the best of my knowledge and belief:


The statements of fact contained in this report are true and correct.



The reported analyses, opinions, and conclusions are limited only by the reported assumptions and
limiting conditions, and are my personal, unbiased professional analyses, opinions, and
conclusions.



I have no present or prospective interest in the property that is the subject of this report, and I have
no personal interest or bias with respect to the parties involved.



My compensation is not contingent upon the reporting of a predetermined value or direction in
value that favours the cause of the client, the amount of the value estimate, the attainment of a
stipulated result, or the occurrence of a subsequent event.



My analyses, opinions, and conclusions were developed, and this report has been prepared, in
conformity with the “Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice (USPAP)”.



No one provided significant professional assistance to the person signing this report.



As of the date of this report, the undersigned has fulfilled the requirements of the Appraisal Institute
of Canada Continuing Professional Development Program for designated members.



I have the knowledge and experience to complete the assignment competently.



I have made a personal inspection of the property that is the subject of this report, on November
19, 2015.

Dated at BELMOPAN, BELIZE
This 30th day of November, 2015

.....................................................
CALVIN E.S. NEAL, SR.
IREI: Senior Certified Valuer
Certified Environmental Inspector
Senior International Real Estate Consultant
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APPENDIX C: VACANT LOTS COMPARABLE SALES

Date of Sale Parcel No. Area [Acres]
30.5.12
237
0.254
25.4.12
238
0.312
12.10.12
239
0.289
1.3.12
240
0.312
1.3.12
241
0.336
17.5.12
2495
0.156
26.6.12
2508
0.068
7.1.14
1027
0.249
6.8.14
1061
0.211
29.7.14
1183
0.332
3.7.14
1190
0.256
22.10.14
1365
0.144
23.9.14
151
0.278
8.1.14
174
0.351
1.4.15
105
0.21
3.6.15
1369
0.138
9.6.15
151
0.278
10.2.15
1387
0.259
11.3.15
1636
0.13
28.5.15
1601
0.326
8.9.15
184
0.372
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Consideration
$
280,000
$
310,000
$
260,000
$
260,000
$
240,000
$
240,000
$
150,000
$
280,000
$
300,000
$
378,000
$
366,000
$
280,000
$
390,000
$
300,000
$
340,000
$
310,000
$
530,000
$
350,000
$
370,000
$
560,000
$
360,000

Status
Vacant
Vacant
Vacant
Vacant
Vacant
Vacant
Vacant
Vacant
Vacant
Vacant
Vacant
Vacant
Vacant
Vacant
Vacant
Vacant
Vacant
Vacant
Vacant
Vacant
Vacant
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APPENDIX C: OTHER COMPARABLE SALES

Date of Sale Parcel No. Area [Acres]
27.5.15
1836
1.628
27.5.15
1837
0.222
27.5.15
1838
1.027
20.4.15
2353
0.71
11.2.15
2730
0.81
15.1.15
2781
1.178
5.5.15
444
0.0826
18.5.15
848
2.027
22.7.15
676
0.85
19.8.15
E11806
3.737
21.3.14
1841
0.5349
2.12.14
2043
8.04
14.5.14
2344
0.72
7.3.14
2640
1.147
5.11.14
298
1.02
13.2.14
667
1.21
14.2.14
669
1.41
4.4.14
1291
1.373
21.7.14
2005
1.6
13.4.14
2446
1.0
10.1.14
1637
19.505
9.9.13
3424
1.26
8.9.13
829
1.73
30.12.13
847
2.08
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Consideration
$ 12,000,000
$
175,000
$
920,000
$
998,000
$
700,000
$
500,000
$
50,000
$
250,000
$ 1,300,000
$
194,800
$
350,000
$ 1,107,800
$
700,444
$
816,140
$
350,000
$
440,000
$
413,600
$
160,000
$ 1,500,000
$
100,000
$
900,000
$
223,000
$
212,500
$
254,800

Status
Developed
Vacant
Developed
Developed
Developed
Developed
Vacant
Vacant
Developed
Vacant
Vacant
Vacant
Developed
Developed
Vacant
Developed
Developed
Vacant
Developed
Vacant
Vacant
Vacant
Vacant
Vacant
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APPENDIX C: OTHER COMPARABLE SALES

Date of Sale Parcel No. Area [Acres]
15.1.13
3214
1.038
9.4.13
3181
1.37
24.6.13
2098
1.556
9.9.13
3424
1.26
8.9.13
829
1.73
7.6.12
932
1.59
14.11.12
933
1.03
8.5.12
3236
2.81
2.5.12
833
1.12
4.10.12
844
1.285
17.12.12
72
1.33
2.5.12
833
1.12
2.6.12
2294
6.3
4.4.12
1291
1.373
27.7.12
134
2.09
27.7.12
135
2.24
27.7.12
140
2.61
27.7.12
141
2.85
24.1.12
1621
10.011
7.6.12
2284
6.3
6.4.11
908
1.0
5.4.11
832
1.16
16.3.11
830
1.07
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Consideration
$
100,000
$
450,000
$
320,000
$
223,000
$
212,500
$
600,000
$
640,000
$
250,000
$
280,000
$
150,000
$
880,000
$
280,000
$ 4,400,000
$
160,000
$ 1,034,000
$
244,000
$
244,000
$
244,000
$
760,000
$ 4,400,000
$
100,000
$
270,000
$
260,000

Status
Vacant
Vacant
Vacant
Vacant
Vacant
Developed
Developed
Vacant
Vacant
Vacant
Developed
Vacant
Developed
Vacant
Developed
Vacant
Vacant
Vacant
Vacant
Developed
Vacant
Vacant
Vacant
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Date: March 31 , 201 1
From: ioVest Development, L.L.C., ("IDL")

To: All Stakeholders, Ara Macao Holdings, L.P., ("AMH")
Subject: Progress Report
Ladies and Gentlemen:
We are writing to report progress of the funding and development of the Ara Macao
property ("Property") since our last communication of January 3, 201 1 . This
communication is being provided via email and also posted on the Ara Macao Slog
(www.aramacao.com/blog Login: "Owners", Password: "Belize9157"). We remind you to
visit the blog often for breaking news about Belize, the Ara Macao development

progress reports, various articles and periodicals of interest and to post your ideas,
questions and comments. Also, please keep in mind that the Login and Password codes
are case sensitive.
Status of the RKI Letter Agreement
Sixteen months have passed since IDL, on behalf of AMH signed a binding letter
agreement with RKI on November 19, 2009. The primary goals for entering into the
letter agreement were for RKI to develop a new business plan and secure funding for
the project and for IDL to consolidate the interests of the various stakeholders of AMH
and transfer the Property into a newly formed joint venture entity. As we have previously
reported, RKI completed the new business plan in October of 2010 but as of this writing
RKI has been unable to find financing for such business plan sufficient to launch
construction of the project. Moreover, on January 31, 2011, the Belize Department of

the Environment ("DOE") advised us that RKI's new site plan and development program
as proposed by the RKI business plan would require the preparation of a new
Environmental Impact Assessment, essentially requiring us to "start over" if we wanted
to pursue the RKI development plan.

We then became concerned that a consolidation of AMH interests that would transfer
the property to a joint venture with RKI without a DOE approved development plan and
without funding could unnecessarily tie up the Property. Although we proposed a new
joint venture agreement with RKI that provided for firm financing contingencies and
other provisions designed to protect our stakeholders, we were not able to reach an
agreement with RKI concerning such a joint venture arrangement. On March 1 1 , 201 1 ,
we mutually agreed to terminate the letter agreement with RKI, so that we could explore
other development opportunities related to the Property. We were prohibited from
exploring alternative partnering and funding arrangements as long as we were a party to
the letter agreement.
A Very Promising Turn of Events

We have begun negotiations with a developer of considerable reputation and with
internal and affiliated financing capability. This opportunity would be to develop the Ara
Macao Resort and Marina as originally approved by the Belize DOE. To date, we have
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had several high level discussions with this company and so far have a good degree of

comfort that they can get the job done. This company has recently completed a search
of resort development opportunities in the Caribbean and has determined that Ara

Macao is perfectly suited to their requirements. Moreover, they have already allocated a
sufficient amount of equity capital to enable us to launch Phase I of the project. This
company has studied our original master site plan and has advised that they could be
under construction in four to six months from entering into a pre-development
agreement.

Working with this company, we are conducting a joint feasibility analysis including 3
land-use plan. The feasibility analysis will provide both parties with the necessary
current data to enter into a joint development agreement. The land-use planning portion

of the feasibility analysis will be conducted by a top ranked engineering firm and can be
completed within 60 days from engagement. Simultaneously, (during the 60 day

feasibility period), the new company will conduct the marketing and financing
component of the feasibility analysis. In this way, by the end of the 60 day feasibility
period, both parties should have all they need to enter into a joint development
agreement, which is projected to be signed within another 30 days from completing
feasibility (90 days total).

This company already has a significant procurement capability for both personnel and
building materials and could mobilize operations into Belize within another 60 days from
signing the joint development agreement. Stringing these time lines together, it is highly
probable that we can begin construction during the fourth quarter of this year. We are in
the process of applying to the Belize DOE to extend our original ECP agreement and
we have been advised verbally that they are favorable to our request provided we begin
construction by year-end.
For reasons of confidentiality, we cannot discuss the details of this opportunity in this
communication. We are currently in a negotiating process and the sensitivity of this

information, if leaked, could compromise the position of AMH and its stakeholders. We
are currently projecting a full disclosure of the opportunity and the new company upon
completion of a reorganization plan described below. In the meantime, we encourage
you to contact us by telephone for further details. However, we will ask you to sign a
confidentiality agreement, which we will provide prior to discussing this opportunity.
Alternative Development Plans
We believe this opportunity has a very high probability of coming to fruition. However,
we also believe it would be in the best interests of AMH to explore alternative plans for
the Property. The land use section of the feasibility analysis will give us the needed
guidance to look at other potential uses either in conjunction with developing a resort or
as a pallet of multiple alternatives. The completion of the new Placencia Road and the
Riversdale Highway connection, have effectively provided high-speed access to the
entire Pan American highway system. Also, a new international airport is being
developed just a few kilometers north and west of the Property, significantly improving
airlift and providing direct flights from the LJS and other international points of
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embarkation right into Placencia. During our last site visit in January, we observed that
the runway, a 9,000 foot strip, had already been poured and various support structures
were under construction. These two features, the new roadway and international airport
effectively create new opportunities for land use within the area of our Property.
One option could simply be to subdivide the Property and sell off the parcels based on
their highest and best use. As you know, we have approximately 600 acres of land that
includes approximately 5,100 feet of beachfront property. Our beachfront property

could be subdivided into beachfront residential iots leaving the remaining acreage for
other uses. For example, we have 5,100 feet of prime commercial frontage on both
sides of the Placencia Road running north and south. We own two corners of the
intersection of the Riversdale Highway and Placencia Road. A large portion of our land
is directly across the street from the entrance to the new international airport. All of

these parcels have value as potential commercial and retail uses. We also have 200
feet of frontage on the Placencia Lagoon, which opens into about 88 acres of beautiful
forestland, which could be another desirable residential area.
It is also very possible to develop a destination resort with the new company as
described above and also sell off some of the retail and commercial areas. We will also
continue to consider development opportunities with RKI and other developers who may

have an interest in purchasing a portion of the land or assisting us with the development
of any part of the Property. We will also attempt to preserve the entitlement package
that we received from the Department of the Environment for our original marina
development plan by extending our current ECP.
Land Value
Exploring these various alternatives leads one to ask the question, ... "What is the land
worth today given the changing landscape? We spent some time to research recent

sales and listings of comparable property along the Placencia Peninsula and what we
found was that land values have been steadily increasing and we have been quietly
building value in the Property. Attached to this report, as Exhibit A is a table of our
findings. The numbers show that by any measure, the asset has considerable value and
has safely preserved our dollar investment. However, rather than speculate as to the
value of our land, we believe that an independent appraisal of our land should be done
to determine a fair value for the land today and such appraisal will be part of our action
plan described below.
Reorganization Plan
An important precursor to implementing any of the alternative development plans we
have talked about is to consolidate AMH stakeholders and complete the transfer of the
land into a trust we have established to protect the asset. To do this we propose to

enter into an informal plan of reorganization similar to the "AME" plan contemplated in
our letter agreement with RKI. The primary purpose of the reorganization plan is to
secure the funding we need to: (i) pay the transfer taxes and other costs associated with
the transfer of the Property into the trust, (ii) pay for the extension of our existing
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entitlements, (iii) pay for a new appraisal, (iv) pay for a new land plan outlining
alternative uses, and (v) provide working capital to cover legal and other expenses. The
other reason for the reorganization plan is to consolidate the interests of our various

stakeholders so that they know exactly where they stand with respect to their interests
in the land and the project. We hope to have this reorganization plan completed in the
next 30-45 days,
One feature of the re-organization plan will be to renew the option for AMH Founders

and Charter Members to acquire a condominium or viila home under similar terms,
conditions and location as planned in the original Ara Macao Resort and Marina site
plan. This feature has been agreed to by the new developer we are working with, and
their agreement to provide you with this option is an early indication of the cooperative
spirit of their company and policies.
Action plan

Based on the foregoing, the action items we will be executing over the next 4 months
are as follows:
Task
1.

Time Frame

Complete and distribute reorganization and

Finish in next 30 - 45 days

consolidation plan to all AMH stakeholders
2.

Engage independent engineering company

Complete in next 60 days

to conduct feasibility and land-use plan

3.

Engage appraiser to provide independent
valuation of the Property

Complete within 30 days
after completion of land use

plan

4.

Negotiate a joint development agreement

Develop and complete during

with new resort developer to construct the

next 90 days

original DOE approved Ara Macao Resort &
Marina
5.

Apply to the DOE for an extension of the

During next 30 - 45 days

Environmental Compliance Plan Agreement
6. Transfer the Property into a Belize Trust
held for the benefit of AMH

Transfer within next 90 120 days depending on

capital availability
7.

Explore alternative land use plans

8.

Explore alternative development partner

Concurrently during next 90

arrangements

days

Seek out multiple sources of construction

Concurrently during next 90

funding

days

Concurrently during next 60
days

9.

In spite of setbacks, we have accomplished much over the years. We have spent
considerable time, research, money and energy acquiring what is arguably a keystone
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property lying at the gateway to the Placencia Peninsula. We have negotiated with the
Belize government over a period of several years to obtain the necessary permits to

begin construction and we received the largest entitlement package ever granted to a
developer in Belize. We have fought environmental terrorists in the Supreme Court of
Belize and we prevailed. We have navigated the worst financial crisis in 80 years and
we emerged with an asset of significant value, mortgage free. We believe that we are
on the right pathway with a solid plan. We again ask you for your support and patience
as we put this plan together.

This is our report for now, but we will report progress on each of the developing
initiatives as they unfold.
Best regards,

Your ioVest team,
Paul, Chick, Vince and Dave
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Exhibit A

Placencia Peninsula, Belize, C.A.

Comparative Land Pricing, March 2011
Location

Acres

Ocean
Footage

Price

Price per

Price per

Sale

Acre

Ocean Ft.

Date

Subject Property:
Ara Macao

Placencia

600

5,100

$ 6,000,000

$ 10,000

$

1,176

Jun-04

Recent Sates:
Roberts Grove

Placencia

Undeveloped Property

Placencia

Shell Gas Station
Cabal property

25

600

7,500,000

300,000

12,500

Feb- 11

180

1,900,000

1,202,532

10,556

Nov-10

Placencia

1.58
0.165

60

250,000

Dec-10

1.85

180

1,950,000

1,515,152
1,054,054

4,167

Placencia

10,833

Sep-10

Undeveloped Property
Developed Property

Placencia
Placencia

TE

275

1,700,000

377,778

6,182

1.6

105

950,000

593,750

9,048

2010

Developed Property

Placencia

4

7,500

2010

Placencia

0.5

1,500,000
324,500

375,000

Undeveloped Lot

200
66

649,000

4,917

2010

Lily's Hotel
Undeveloped Lot

Ambgrs Caye

8.3

118

1,200,000

144,578

10,169

Placencia

200

1,500,000

200,000

7,500

2009
2009

Developed

Ambgrs Caye

7.5
10

130,000

4,000

2009

Placencia

10

325
730

1,300,000

Undeveloped Lot

2,500,000

3,425

2009

Kitty's Place

Placencia

3

300

1,650,000

250,000
550,000

5,500

2008

Nautical Inn

Placencia
Placencia

4.3

229

1,700,000

395,349

7,424

2008

36

1,000

6,000,000

166,667

6,000

Mar-08

526,924

7,315

Luba Hati

Average Sold
Pricing

NA

Current Listings:

Sheri Property

Placencia

28.8

Plantation Stage III

Placencia

967

Residential Lot

Placencia

Residential Lot
Residential Lot
Residential Lot

1,277

6,500,000

225,694

5,090

NA

10,560

37,500,000

38,780

NA

1.94

104

1,500,000

773,196

3,551
14,423

Hopkins
Placencia

0.12

40

240,000

2,000,000

6,000

NA

0.85

1,666,667

3,226
7,500

NA

0.36

300,000
600,000

351,700

Maya Beach

93
80

842,673

6,632

NA

NA

Average Listed
Pricing
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Date: August 23, 201 1
From: ioVest Development, L.L.C., ("IDL")
To: All Stakeholders, Ara Macao Holdings, LP., ("AMH")
Subject: Progress Report of Ara Macao Resort & Marina (the "Project")

Ladies and Gentlemen:
We are writing to report progress of the funding and development of the Ara

Macao Project since our last communication of March 31 , 201 1 . This
communication is being provided via email and also posted on the Ara Macao
Blog (www.aramacao.com/blog Login: "Owners", Password: "Belize9157"). We
remind you to visit the blog often for breaking news about Belize, Ara Macao
progress reports, various articles and periodicals of interest and to post your

ideas, questions and comments. Also, please keep in mind that the Login and
Password codes are case sensitive.

New Agreements

We are pieased to announce that on July 26, 201 1 , we entered into a joint
venture agreement (the Joint Venture or "JV") to provide for the initial financing
and development of the Ara Macao. The Joint Venture will focus on developing
the Ara Macao property in accordance with the original Belize government
approved master site plan. This new JV forms a strategic alliance with a

substantial developer positioned to make two significant and critical contributions
to Ara Macao; 1 ) a completely vertical development and construction capability,
consisting of all manner of services from initial feasibility, design and engineering
to construction, marketing and project management and 2) arrangement of a full
spectrum of project funding from initial equity and construction financing to

permanent financing and consumer loans. The JV partner heads a syndicated
network of construction companies, engineering companies, marketing
companies and other affiliates. They are connected to numerous sources of
capital, including investment bankers, hedge funds, commercial banks, and
institutional and private investors among many others. The group is estimated to
have arranged and secured over $5 Billion in equity and debt development
capital to complete over 100 major condominium and resort projects over the
past 50 years.

Sale of Hotel Site
The Joint Venture will initially concentrate on the sale of the hotel and casino site
to a third party hotelier. We believe that securing a well-known international fiag

hotel and casino operator to the Project can significantly improve absorption and
pricing of the for-sale condominium and villa homes being offered. Moreover, the

amenities and management services offered by a high-end hotel company will
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augment the quality and value ot the overall Project. To that end, the JV partner
has entered into the advanced stages of structuring a definitive set of

agreements with a major international hotel company. We are expecting to see a
final set of deal terms from the hotel company in the next two to three weeks.
Perhaps most importantly, the hotel company is ready to begin construction
immediately after closing and final deeding of the hotel site. We have attached a
master site plan with the hotel/casino site broken out for your review. You can
see that the hotel/casino site feature 29.68 acres of waterfront land including 820
linear feet of Caribbean beachfront and 1 ,650 linear feet of marina frontage.
Altogether, this site is perhaps our most prime acreage and is expected to

generate significant sales proceeds to Ara Macao Holdings, L.P. We hope to use
these proceeds to pay existing creditors, refund condominium deposits for those
who wish to terminate their contracts, provide initial working capital for the JV,
and to make preliminary cash distributions to limited partners.

Project Funding & Launch
The sale and closing of the hotel/casino site will likely be contingent upon the
JV's ability to commit to and deliver basic infrastructure to the hotel/casino site
such as electricity, water, telecommunications, roads and so on. To this end, the

JV partner is now in the final stages of arranging a projected $148 Million funding
into the Project to launch construction of Phase I. We hope to have a letter of
intent for this financing from a prospective investor in the next few weeks.
We last reported "...it is highly probable that we can begin construction during
the fourth quarter of this year." We still believe this is the case. We have been
advised that both the hotel/casino operator and the JV funding entity have
already completed a substantial amount of due diligence, contracts with both are
in advanced stages and all parties are anxious to close as soon as possible.
Further bolstering this prognosis is a dialogue between the JV partner and the
two entities, in which both the hotel operator and the funding source had
previously made policy decisions to develop in Belize. When the Ara Macao
Project was presented to both, it quickly rose to the top of their search list as their
first choice.
With its unique location at the gateway to the Placencia Peninsula, the Ara
Macao estate is clearly a keystone property for tourism and hospitality

development in Belize. It is the only property on the Placencia Peninsula large
enough and wide enough (approximately Vz mile deep from east to west) to
facilitate a substantial marina with international capacity. Also, according to a
recent (May 201 1 ) study conducted by the Belize Tourism Board, Placencia has
been identified by the government of Belize as an important tourism destination
and significant future contributor to GNP for the country. The report entitled,
National Sustainable Tourism Master Plan for Belize 2030, is a landmark study,
which details a national tourism governance macro program for Belize. We
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suggest you read the report, a draft of which can be viewed on the Ara Macao
Blog. It is very encouraging and supportive of our investment in the Project.
Another key feature to our Project is that we believe that the Government of
Belize is willing to extend our existing entitlements to the project once we secure
the necessary financing for the Project. Any other project would take 3 to 5 years
to clear the environmental and zoning hurdles required for a project of this size
and scope. Since our Project has already been approved by the Belize
Department of the Environment, the hotel can literally be up and running within
1 8 to 24 months from its initial investment instead of waiting a total of 5 to 7
years when starting from scratch. Key government officials have advised us that

as soon as we have our financing and contracts in place, our Environmental
Compliance Plan Agreement will be formally extended.

Reorganization Plan
We have explored numerous plans of reorganization to move the Project forward.

At the moment, however, we are putting those plans on hold until we know
exactly how the proposed JV funding and hotel sale will be structured. We have

also considered alternative development plans for the property. Although we
believe that there are other viable alternatives, we beiieve our new JV presents
the greatest opportunity for our stakeholders. For the moment, we will focus on
following through with these opportunities.

Confidential Information

The details of ail of these arrangements continue to be extremely confidential. As
we have said in the past, the sensitivity of this information, if leaked, could
compromise the position of AMH and its stakeholders. As we have done before,

we encourage you to contact us by telephone for further details. We are,
however, asking everyone to sign a confidentiality agreement before we provide
any further information to you so that we can better protect the interests of all
stakeholders.
That's pretty much it folks. We believe that we are closer than we have ever
been on securing funding for our Project. We hope to have more to report soon

and will keep you apprised of our efforts.
Best to all
Your ioVest team,

Paul, Chick, Vince and Dave
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JOINT VENTURE AGREEMENT

This Joint Venture Agreement (this "Agreement") is entered into as of
_ , 2010
between and among Richard Knorr International, Limited, an Illinois Corporation, (together with its
successors, "RKI"), Ara Macao Holdings, L.P., an Illinois limited partnership ("AM"), ioVest
Development, L.L.C., an Illinois limited liability company ("ID") and ioVest Management, Inc., an Illinois
corporation, ("IM") (AM, ID and IM hereinafter collectively, "ADM") (RKI and ADM hereinafter
collectively the "Parties") for the development by RKI and ADM of the Property in two phases.

I.

Recitals

1.1 ADM owns various ownership rights with respect to approximately 600 acres of land
located at the northern tip of the Placencia peninsula in the Stann Creek District of Belize, C.A. as further set
forth on the Registered Plan Survey dated July 10, 2008 by J. H. Hertular attached hereto as Exhibit A, (the
"Property").
1.2 ADM and the Belize Government Department of the Environment have execlllea an
Environmental Compliance Plan Agreement dated January 3, 2007, inclusive of Extension Letters dated
January 4, 2008 and December 9, 2008 and as may be amended, in connection with the proposed
development of the Property (the "ECP Agreement").
1.3 The ECP Agreement grants a set of entitlements to ADM, which enables ADM to construct
on the Property a mixed use resort development to include 456 condominiums, 296 villas, 59 single-family
lots, 260 hotel condominium units, a 65 acre 459 slip marina with dual Caribbean access, over 400,000
square feet of retail and commercial space, a 100,000 square foot gaming casino, an 18 bole signature golf
complex, an 88 acre nature preserve, a plant nursery and other ancillary support structures (as such may
change from time to time).
1.4 ADM has entered into contracts for the sale of 58 condominiums under its Founder and
Charter programs and has received certain payments/deposits associated therewith (the "Contract Sale
Rights").
1.5 The Property and ECP Agreement are collectively referred to herein as the "AM Assets".
1.6 RK.I has developed various expertise and relationships with respect to the procurement of
capital for, and the development and management of, resort projects in the United States and the Caribbean
and Latin American region.
1.7 RK.I is in the process of developing a new Phase I Business Plan (the "Business Plan') that
would reposition the development of the Property to be more suitable to existing funding sources and more
responsive to the current psychographic and demographic requirements of resort consumers. Toward that
end, RK.I has completed a new master site plan, preliminary financial projections and a Mayan development
theme for the development of the Property in two or more phases (collectively, the "Preliminary Proposal"
attached hereto as Exhibit B). The Preliminary Proposal is to be used as a set of data points to support an
Offering to existing Limited Partners and Founders of AM (See paragraphs 3.2 and 3.5 below).
1.8 The Parties have entered into a binding letter of intent dated November 19, 2009 as
amended February 10, 2010, (the "Letter Agreement") and now wish to enter into a definitive agreement
implementing the joint venture and setting forth the obligations and responsibilities of each Party. The
definitive agreement shall provide for the ownership, operation and development of the Property, including
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the Phase I development and any other developments on those portions of the Property not devoted to such
Phase I development, (collectively defined herein as the "Projects").
1.9 As part of the contemplated transactions, the managing principal of IM desires to join
together with the managing principal of RKI to effectuate the transactions and then jointly manage the
implementation of the Business Plan of the Project.
NOW THEREFORE, in consideration of the premises and covenants hereinafter contained, the
Parties agree as follows:
II.

Formation of the Companies

2.1 Organization. Prior to the closing of the Phase I Development as described below, RKI, or
its designees shall form the various operating entities (the "Companies") as prospectively described under
section 3.1 herein and listed in Exhibit C hereto.
2.2 Organizational Documents. Prior to the closing of the Phase I Development, RKI and ADM
shall execute and deliver ali such organizational documents (the "Organizational Documents") associated
with the Companies to be established. A list of the prospective Organizational Documents is attached as
Exhibit D hereto.
2.3 Ownership Interests. The "Ownership Interests" of the Parties in each of the Companies
will be as described under Section III, Transaction Steps below.
2.4 Distributions/Allocations. All distributions and allocations shall be made in accordance
with each Party's Ownership Interests as further described in Section III.

III.

Transaction Steps

3.1 Joint Venture Arrangement: RKl and ADM shall engage in a "50/50" joint venture
arrangement to develop the Property in development phases as described in. R...'f(I's Business Plans for such
development phases. This arrangement shall consist of separate Companies (the nature of each such
Company are described and listed in Exhibit C) to develop each such phase, each such separate Company
being a separate so-called "Project Owner" for its separate phase. Additionally, each such phase shall
involve a "50/50" joint development arrangement "Project Developer" Company (the nature and domicile of
each such Company is also described and listed in Exhibit C). Provided, however, the ownership interests
between RKI and ADM in respect of the Phase I development and its applicable Project Owner shall not be
such "50/50", but shall be as described in Paragraph 3.2 below.
3.2 Project Owners: It is understood and agreed that the Property will be divided into two parts, one
part for that Phase I development (the "Phase I Property") and the other part being the remainder of the
Property, which may be developed in one or more phases (the "Future Phases Property"), each development
phase to be more fully described in separate Business Plans (the subsequent Business Plan(s) to be
formulated by RKI at a future date subsequent to the closing of the Phase I Development). Once completed,
RKI will utilize the Phase I Business Plan to seek and raise from outside equity investors and lenders
(collectively, the "Outside Equity Investor" or "OEI") the monies required as reflected in such Business
Plan for the entirety of the Phase I development. ADM shall also directly or indirectly, engage in discussions
or negotiations with equity investors, lenders or other funding entities to raise capital to develop the Property
or any portion of or interest in the Property. It is understood by the Parties that raising capital to fund the
development of the Property is a joint effort and that working together, ADM and RKI shall strive to identify
and close on a funding package that will optimize the economic interest in the development of the Property
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to ADM and RKI as envisioned by an RKI-authored Business Plan. Each Party should advise the other of
all material efforts with respect to equity investors, lenders and other funding sources; and each shall be
given an opportunitf to participate directly in all material aspects of such efforts. To enable ADM to solicit
potential funders acceptable to RK1 , RK1 shall provide ADM with whatever funding package it develops
from time to time including the Phase I Business Plan, for purposes of funding solicitations.
The ownership structure in respect of such Phase I development shall be a single Project Owner with a
combined ownership consisting of such OEI, ADM and RK.I and anticipates, subject to agreement by the
OEI, the division of such ownership on the basis of the ratio of an agreed-upon individual contribution of
equity value of each such owner to the aggregate agreed-upon contribution of equity values of all of such
owners. By way of example, it is presently intended that such agreed-upon individual contribution of equity
value shall be as follows: for AM the equity contribution shall be $19,000,000 for land and soft costs; for
RK.I, the equity contribution shall be $7 ,000,000 for intellectual property, organizational services and certain
other work product. Thus, subject to agreement by the OEI, if the OEI makes available $203,000,000 in cash
and divides such cash between equity (say, $88,500,000 of equity monies) and loan (say, $114,500,000 of
loan monies) for such first development phase and, then, as presently intended, the division of ownership
shall be approx. 77.3% to the OEI (on account of such $88,500,000 of equity monies), 16.6% to AM (on
account of such $19,000,000), and 6.1% to the RK1 (on account of such $7 ,000,000 of intellectual property
and certain other work product including organizational and management services). Provided, however, once
AM achieves recoupment of its $19 ,000,000 equity contribution, then the division of ownership shall change
to 77.3% to the OEI, and the balance of22.7% to be evenly divided between R.KI or its designated
nominee/assignee (11.35%) and AM or its designated nominee/assignee (11.35%). This hypothetical
example assumes that the OEI retains its ownership interest throughout Phase I and that such interest does
not revert to a lower percentage after capital recoupment or some other reversionary waterfall structure.
However, ifthe ownership interest of the OEI is reduced then the equity percentage interest, which becomes
available by virtue of such reduction, shall be shared equally between RK.I and AM or their respective
designated nominees/assignees. It is the intention of the Parties that the ownership interest not owned by the
OEI shall be divided equally between RK.I and AM provided that AM first recoups its capital as described
above. Provided, however, there are no assurances that such OEI, if obtained, will accept the expectations
of such ownership structure. Yet, the Parties hereto will accept and agree upon that Business Plan
acceptable to such OEI prepared to fund that Phase I development even though such Business Plan does not
take into account the entirety of such ownership stmctu.re but does take into account the 50/50 division of
ownership interest between RKI and AM on that ownership interest not owned by the OEI; provided,
however, that such Business Plan does take into account that Project Developer element described in
Paragraph 3.3 below. However, as anticipated by the ownership structure, it is agreed that up to 50 % of the
Developer Fees or portions thereof payable to such Project Developer may be subordinated to the positions
of the OBI. Further, it is agreed that the ownership interests or portions thereof of ADM and RKI in the
Project Owner for such Phase I development also may be subordinated to the ownership interests of the OEI.
Notwithstanding anything foregoing to the contrary, the Parties agree that AM shall be paid its share of cash
flow distributions associated with its ownership interests pari passu with the OEI. It is also intended that the
above-described agreed-upon individual contribution value (being $19,000,000) allocable to AM and thus
the ownership interest in such Phase I development may be shared among AM and the Founder Purchasers
(as below defined in Paragraph 3.5 in accordance with the provisions of such Paragraph 3.5.
At s·u ch date (ihe "Phase I Disbursement Date") as an RKI-accepted OEI is prepared to begin funding its
committed funds pursuant to RKI-accepted terms for such Phase I development, ADM shall convey, deed
and transfer and shall have registered of record to and in the name of that separate Phase I development
Project Owner, utilizing the appropriate Company(ies) depicted in Exhibit C, good, insurable and
marketable fee simple title to that Phase I development Property, free and clear of liens, encumbrances,
charges, claims, deficiencies and exceptions. Also, simultaneously therewith, ADM shall convey, deed and
transfer and shall have registered of record to and in the name of another separate Project Owner, utilizing
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the appropriate Company(ies) depicted in Exhibit C, good, insurable and marketable fee simple title to the
Future Phases Property, free and clear of liens, encumbrances, charges, claims, deficiencies and exceptions.
The cost of each transfer, (including Belize transfer stamp duties and other applicable taxes and including
legal and notarial fees), shall be borne by each associated Project Owner. The date of the aforesaid
conveyances also is hereinafter called the "Conveyance Date".
At such Phase I Disbursement Date, ADM shall cause to be issued in favor of each separate Project Owner a
separate owner's international title insurance policy in respect of that Project Owner's Property from an
international, highly respected and rated Title Insurer (such as First American Title Insurance Company) in
amounts and with coverages (including customary and special coverages, including extended coverages and
special endorsements) as determined, as applicable, by RKI and such OEI and lenders. Each Project Owner
shall be responsible for premiums of coverage on each such policy and for a pro-ratable share of any other
incidental costs and charges, including attorney fess and costs and charges attributable to interim title
commitment work.

3.3 Project Developer: Each Project Owner will enter into a development contract with a
Project Developer, utilizing the applicable Company(ies) depicted in Exhibit C, for the development
of the subject development Project of such Property Owner. The Project Developer would be
comprised of a 50/50 joint development arrangement between RKI and ID. The Project Developer
could contract with RKI (or service affiliates of RKI) and third Parties on behalf of the Project
Owner for the performance of the various services for development of the subject development
Project. Either RKI or RKl's designated joint venture participant in such Project Developer together
with IM or its designee shall be co-managers ("Co-managers") and shall control the business,
operation and purpose of such Project Developer. Notwithstanding the foregoing, RKI shall have
the authority to run the day-to-day operations of the Project Developer within the specifications
and budget of the applicable agreed-upon RKI Business Plan, as such plan may be amended , as
agreed by the Co-Managers from time to time . Based upon such agreed-upon RKI Business
Plans, such Project Developer shall be entitled to certain compensation associated with the
development, management and operation of each Project. Such compensation shall be split 50/50
between RKI and ID subject to certain conditions as described in paragraphs 3.11 a & 3.11 b below;
provided, however, RKI or its affiliate sha!I be entitled to separate compensation and entitlements
(not shared with ID) for its hotel and vacation club management and operational services. The
principals of RKI and ID shall meet from time to time to divide and assign to their respective teams various
responsibilities and accountabilities with respect to the development of the Phase I and Phase II
developments. Such duties may include but not be limited to project feasibility analysis and due diligence,
structuring and supervision of residential marketing and sales programs, negotiation and supervision of
development contractors, accounting, reporting and other development oriented tasks (the "Developer
Duties"). A preliminary list of Developer Duties including general job descriptions prepared by RKI is
attached hereto as Exhibit E. The Development Account shall have dual signature authority requiring one
signature from RKI and one signature from IM on all budgeted disbursements over $50,000.00 as described
in the Business Plan. The Parties may mutually agree to re-allocate Developer Duties among their respective
development teams and to third parties as each Development Phase progresses.

3.4 Certain Interim Obligations: From and after the date hereof to and including the Conveyance
Date, ADM shall be responsible for keeping and maintaining that same good, insurable and marketable fee
simple title to the Property, free and clear of liens, encumbrances, charges, claims, deficiencies and
exceptions, and for keeping and maintaining that same Belize-approved Master Plan. Also, ADM shall own,
operate and maintain the Property in the same manner as it is presently owned, operated and maintained.
Provided, however, ADM shall not sell, contract to sell or otherwise dispose of any condos, villas or other
portions of the Property, whether by way of founder programs, charter member programs or otherwise.
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Also, RKI and its representatives, agents, officers, employees, advisors, appraisers, surveyors, engineers,
lenders and investors shall have access to the Property and to ADM's files, records and accounts (incJuding
such files, records and accounts regarding the Founder and Charter Member Agreements) at all times for any
and all purposes. Also, RKI may do all such acts, things, due diligence and tests, including all such filings
with and inquiries of governmental offices, all as RKI determines necessary or desirable to determine
feasibility and to plan, proceed with and effect its conceived development projects. ADM and its
employees, officers, agents and representatives shall furnish such reasonable time, assistance and
information as RKI may reasonably request. ADM shall notify RKI in writing if ADM becomes aware of
any occurrence, event or transaction which may cause any of ADM's warranties or representations,
including those ADM warranties and representations in the binding Letter Agreement, to be untrue, incorrect
or incomplete or which may cause any of ADM's undertakings or agreements to be breached or violated.
3.5 Founder and Charter Agreements: From and after the date of the Letter Agreement, ADM shall
have embarked on a diligent, good faith effort to make an offer (the "Offering") to each Founder and Charter
Member (collectively, the "Founder Purchasers") to exchange his cash deposit under his applicable Founder
and Charter Agreement and terminate such agreement in exchange for an equity interest in AM or alternate
investment vehicle managed and directed by ADM, which shall hold an equity interest in each Project
Owner (the Offer to exchange hereinafter, the "Exchange Rights"). Such Exchange Rights shall contain an
option to convert all or a portion of the equity interest to an equivalent dollar deposit on a Chak Lfun Phase I
residential unit at such terms and conditions as offered to first purchasers at such time as a formal marketing
and sales campaign is launched. Such Offering and efforts so to make such Offering successful, including an
acceptance of the Offer from each of the Founding Purchasers, shall be ADM's responsibility. It is
understood and agreed that such Offering will include the full complement of risk factors, conditions and
exculpatory provisions in favor of both ADM and RKI. It is also understood and agreed that each Founder
and Charter Member Purchaser no later than his receipt of such Offering shall execute and deliver a
Confidentiality Agreement with respect to the information, materials and data set forth in such Offering. The
purpose of this endeavor vis-a-vis the Founder and Charter M ember Purchasers and the Foundt:r and Charter
Member Agreements is to free-up the entirety of the Property from any lien, encumbrance, charge, claim,
exception or burden of any Founder or Charter Member Purchaser and any Founder and Charter Member
Agreements and any rights, titles, interests and entitlements on account of such Founder and Charter
Member Agreements. In the event certain Founder and Charter Member Purchasers do not accept the
Offer, RKI and ADM shall each have the option to purchase 50% of the Conversion Rights at a price
equivalent to the exact dollar value of the Founder or Charter Member deposit. Cash proceeds from such
sale shall be paid over to the applicable Founder or Charter Member. The Exchange Rights so purchased,
shall give the purchasing Party a direct ownership interest in the Project Owner as described in Paragraph
3.2 and not an ownership interest in AM. For purposes of clarification, such ownership interest would be
calculated as a percentage of the total equity contribution to the Phase I Project Owner with the numerator
being the dollar amount (of the Exchange Rights) purchased and the denominator being the total equity
contribution of the Phase I Project Owner. Should one Party be unwilling or unable to purchase its share of
the Conversion Rights, the other Party shall have a first right ofrefusal to make such purchase. Should
neither Party be willing or able to purchase the Conversion Rights, ID shall direct the Offering to third party
private investors under the same terms and conditions as those made under the Offering. It is understood by
the Parties that ADM alone is obligated to cause the absolute and unconditional release of any claims or
dem1111ds of those Founders who fail to accept the Offering. If any Founder contracts remain unconverted or
unsold RKI and ADM may each offer an alternative structure which would enable the Project to close and
move forward so long as such structure offered does not cause a dilution of the Ownership Interests
otherwise attributable to the remaining capital contributions under Paragraphs 3.2, 3.7, 3.8, 3.9, and 3.10.
However, until such time as the entirety of the Property is so freed-up from any possible lien, encumbrance,
charge, claim, exception or burden of any Founder or Charter Member Purchaser or any Founder and
Charter Member Agreement, RKI, based upon its sole, absolute and non-reviewable determination of such
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situation, shall have the right and option of terminating this Agreement by giving written notice thereof to
ADM at least 20 days in advance of the termination date set forth in such written notice.
3.6 The Future Phases Property: It is agreed that the ownership of the Future Phases Project Owner
(which immediately after the Conveyance Date shall own that other Property not included in the Phase I
development) shall be split even1y (50/50) between RKI and ADM. RKI together with IM or its designee
shall be Co-managers and shall control the business, operation and purpose of the Future Phases Project
Owner. Notwithstanding the foregoing, RKI shall have the authority to run the day-to-day operations of the
Project Developer within the specifications and budget of the agreed-upon Future Phases Business Plan(s) at
such time as these documents art: prepared.
3.7 Outside Equity Contribution. Subject to the tenns and conditions of this Agreement, on the
Phase I First Disbursement Date, RKI shall cause the OEI to deposit in cash into a bank account established
in the name of the Phase I Project Owner for the receipts and disbursements associated with the Phase I
development (the "Development Account") either the total equity portion of the funding described in
Paragraph 3.2 (the "Outside Equity Contribution") or a sufficient portion of the equity portion, which in
RKI's sole discretion is sufficient to enable the Project to launch and sustain development.. The Phase I
Project Owner shall accept such Outside Equity Contribution and as consideration the OBI shall be deemed
to have made a Capital Contribution (as defined in the LLC Agreement or other Operating Agreement or
Corporate By-laws of the associated Project Owner) to the Phase I Project Owner Company equal to the
value of the equity portion of the total funding described in Paragraph 3.2.
3.8 AM Contribution. Subject to the tenns and conditions of this Agreement, AM agrees to convey,
transfer, assign, sell and deliver to the designated Project Owner Companies for each of the Phase I and
Future Phases developments all of A.M's right, title and interest in and to the AM Assets (the "AM
Contribution"), and each such Project Owner Company shall acquire and accept, all of AM's right, title and
interest in and to the AM Assets. As consideration for the AM Contribution, AM shall be deemed to have
made a Capital Contribution (as defined in the LLC Agreement or other Operating Agreement or Corporate
By-laws of the associated Project Owner) to each Project Owner Company equal to the value of the AM
Assets, as agreed to in Paragraph 3.2 and 3.5. AM shall complete the AM Contribution at no later than the
Phase I Disbursement Date .
3.9 RKI Contribution. Subject to the conditions set forth in Paragraph 3.2, RKI shall contribute to
the Phase I Project Owner certain intellectual property, organizational services and other work product
valued at a total of $7 ,000,000 (the "RKI Contribution") and the Phase I Project Owner Company shall
acquire and accept, all of RKI's right, title and interest in and to the intellectual property, organizational
services and work product. As consideration for the RKI Contribution, RKI shall be deemed to have made a
Capital Contribution (as defined in the LLC Agreement or other Operating Agreement or Corporate By-laws
of the associated Project Owner) to the Phase I Project Owner Company equal to the value of the RKI
intellectual property, organizational services and , as agreed to in Paragraph 3.2. RKI shall complete the
RKI Contribution at such time as the OEI disburses its capital contribution to the Phase I Project Owner.
3.10 Project Management. Subject to the terms of Paragraph 3.3, at such time as certain operational
portions of the Phase I Project become operational, a project management company (the "Project Manager")
shall be established to manage the Phase I, Phase II and any other subsequent development phases as may be
devised by RK.I. R.Kl and ID shall become 50/50 owners of the Project Manager and through this entity shall
co-manage the operations of each phase of the Project. Such 50/50 ownership shaH allow RKI and ADM to
share equally in any profits generated by the Project Manager and for RKI and ID to share equally in any
fees generated by the Project Manager. RKI and ID shall execute any and all Management Agreements (the
"Management Agreements"), associated with the Project Manager, which are listed in Exhibit D,
Organizational Documents.
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3.11 Management Fees.
a. Developer Fees: Subject to the terms of Paragraph 3.3, certain Developer Fees, as may be
listed in the Project Budget, such Project Budget to be included in the Business Plan, shall be available to
compensate RKI and ID for the execution of their assigned Developer Duties. Compensation for Developer
Duties shall be paid monthly from the Development Account established for each Phase. It is the intention of
the Parties to begin disbursement of Developer Fees at the closing of the First Disbursement Date subject to
approval of OEI. Upon the last day of each month beginning with the month following the ciosing of the
First Disbursement Date, monthly disbursements of the compensation for Developer Duties equaling the
total remaining disbursable Developer Duty compensation divided by the total projected months to complete
the Phase I Development shall be disbursed subject to approval of the OEI. Developer Fees not paid out for
Developer Duties as may be determined from time to time by mutual agreement of RKI and IM and subject
to approval of the OEI, shall be distributed equally to RKI and ID. A similar Development Account and
disbursement procedure shall be established for Phase II. Should Phase I and Phase II overlap, Development
Fees shall be made monthly for each Phase in accordance with this Paragraph 3.11 a.
b. Project Management Fee: Compensation for Project management pursuant to paragraph
3. 10 shall be disbursed monthly for work performed by RKI and ID in the execution of their co-management
responsibilities. Such compensation shall be set by mutual agreement ofRKI and IM.
c. Day to Day Authority: Notwithstanding the foregoing, RK.I shall have the authority to run
the day to day operations of the Project Developer within the specifications and budget of the Business Plan,
as such plan may be amended from time to time. A significant change in the Business Plan and/or the
Project Budget as defined in the Business Plan as may be approved by the OEI shall require the agreement
ofIM.
3.12 Exclusive Right With Respect to Spin-off Projects. The Parties understand and agree that the
development of Chak Lfun is likely to have a significant upward impact on the value of adjacent land. For
this reason, RKI and ID shall each agree that either Party will not pursue the acquisition and development of
adjacent property (the "Adjacent Property") without the participation of the other Party. Adjacent Property
shaii inciude any land contiguous to or within a 2-mile radius of Chak Lfun's boundaries. The acquisition
and development of the Adjacent Property shall be funded via a syndicated offering to third party investors
and/or shall be funded fully or partially by a sinking fund established within the operating budget of the
Project Developer as mutually agreed by RK.I and ID. Each Party shall be free to independently pursue the
acquisition and development of other land or businesses outside of the 2-mile radius but a Party pursuing
such venture (the "Offeror") shall first offer a 50% equity participation to the other Party ("Offeree"). If the
Offeree is unwilling or unable to provide its share of needed funding to complete the Offer, then the Offeror
shall be free to pursue the venture independently. The Offeree shall be given 120 days to show proof of
funds to complete its share of funding.
3 .13 The Closing of the Phase I Contributions. The Closing of the Phase I Contributions under
Paragraphs 3.7, 3.8, 3.9, and will take place at 10:00 A.M. on or before
_ , 2010 at the office of
Handler Thayer, LP, or at such other place, time and date as the Parties shall mutually designate. The date
ofthE: CJo,c;jng oft.he Phase I Contributions shall be referred to herein as the "Closing Date."
3.14 Further Assurances. On and after the Closing Date, AM agrees to perform all acts deemed
necessary or desirable by AM to evidence, perfect, obtain, maintain, defend and enforce the Phase I and
Future Phases Project Owners' title to the AM Assets, as well as any rights the Phase I and Future Phases
Project Owners may have by virtue of their ownership of the AM Assets. Such acts may include, but are not
limited to, execution of documents and assistance or cooperation in legal proceedings.
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3.15 Indemnification. The Parties shall indemnify, defend and hold each other harmless from and
against any and all claims of any and all Parties in any way related to the transactions contemplated under
this Agreement, which indemnification obligation shall include, without limitation, attorneys fees incurred
by the Parties in connection with such claims. The Parties hereby release and waive any claims they may
have against each other (or any of their affiliates) related thereto.

IV.

Representations and Warranties
4.1 AM hereby represents and warrants that:
a. Organization of AM; Power and Authority. At\1 is a limited partnership duly organized,
validly existing and in good standing under the laws of the State of Illinois. AM has all
requisite power and authority to own and operate its properties and assets, to execute and
deliver this Agreement and all other agreements contemplated hereby, and to carry on its
business as presently conducted and as presently proposed to be conducted. AM is duly
qualified and is authorized to do business and is in good standing as a foreign corporation in
all jurisdictions in which th~ nature of its activities and of its properties makes such
qualification necessary, except for those jurisdictions in which the failure to do so would not
have a material adverse effect on the business, financial condition or operating results of
AM.
b. Due Authorization. The execution, delivery and performance of this Agreement and all
other agreements contemplated hereby have been duly authorized by AM.
c.

Binding Obligation. This Agreement has been duly executed and delivered by AM and is a
valid and binding obligation of AM, enforceable in accordance with its terms, subject to (a)
applicable bankruptcy, insolvency, reorganization, fraudulent transfer, moratorium or
similar laws affecting creditors' rights generally, and (b) general principles of equity,
including, without limitation, standards of materiality, good faith, fair dealing and
reasonableness, equitable defenses and limits on the availability of equitable remedies,
whether such principles arc considered at law or in equity.

d. Conflicts. Neither the execution and delivery of this Agreement or any of the agreements
contemplated hereby nor the consummation of the transactions contemplated hereby or
thereby will: (a) conflict with or violate any provision of the articles of incorporation or
bylaws of AM, (b) conflict with or violate any law, ordinance or regulation or any decree or
order of any court or administrative or other governmental body which is either applicable
to, binding upon or enforceable against AM, except as would not individually, or in the
aggregate, have a material adverse effect on the business, financial condition or operating
results of AM or (c) result in a breach of, constitute a default under, result in the
acceleration of, create in any party the right to accelerate, terminate, modify or cancel, or
require any notice under any mortgage, contract, agreement, indenture, will, trust or other
instrument which is either binding upon or enforceable against AM or its assets and
properties.
e. Consents. Other than as set forth in Exhibit D hereto, no registration or filing with, or
consent or approval of or other action by, any federal, state or other governmental agency or
instrumentality is or will be necessary for the valid execution, delivery and performance by
AM of this Agreement or any agreement contemplated by this Agreement.
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4.2 ID hereby represents and warrants that:
a.

Organization of ID; Power and Authority. ID is a corpora~lOD duly organized, validly
existing and in good standing under the laws of the State of Illinois. ID has all requisite
power and authority to own and operate its properties and assets, to execute and deliver this
Agreement and all other agreements contemplated hereby, and to carry on its business as
presently conducted and as presently proposed to be conducted. ID is duly qualified and is
authorized to do business and is in good standing as a foreign corporation in all jurisdictions
in which the nature of its activities and of its properties makes such qualification necessary,
except for those jurisdictions in which the failure to do so would not have a material adverse
effect on the business, financial condition or operating results of ID.

b. Due Authorization. The execution, delivery and performance of this Agreement and all
other agreements contemplated hereby have been duly authorized by ID.
c.

Binding Obligation. This Agreement has been duly executed and delivered by ID and is a
valid and binding obligation of ID, enforceable in accordance with its terms, subject to (a)
applicable bankruptcy, insolvency, reorganization, fraudulent transfer, moratorium or
similar laws affecting creditors' rights generally, and (b) general principles of equity,
including, without limitation, standards of materiality, good faith, fair dealing and
reasonableness, equitable defenses and limits on the availability of equitable remedies,
whether such principles are considered at law or in equity.

d.

Conflicts. Neither the execution and delivery of this Agreement or any of the agreements
contemplated hereby nor the consummation of the transactions contemplated hereby or
thereby will: (a) conflict with or violate any provision of the articles of incoiporation or
bylaws of ID, (b) conflict with or violate any law, ordinance or regulation or any decree or
order of any court or administrative or other governmental body which is either applicable
to, binding upon or enforceable against ID, except as would nol individually, or in the
aggregate, have a material adverse effect on the business, financial condition or operating
results of AM or (c) result in a breBch of, constitute a default under, result in the
acceleration of, create in any party the right to accelerate, terminate, modify or cancel, or
require any notice under any mortgage, contract, agreement, indenture, will, trust or other
instrument which is either binding upon or enforceable against ID or its assets and
properties.

e.

Consents. Other than as set forth in Exhibit D hereto, no registration or filing with, or
consent or approval of or other action by, any federal, state or other governmental agency or
instrumentality is or will be necessary for the valid execution, delivery and performance by
ID of this Agreement or any agreement contemplated by this Agreement.

4.3 IM hereby represents and warrants that:
a.

Organization of IM; Power and Authority. IM is a luruted partnenilup duly organized,
validly existing and in good standing under the laws of the State of Illinois. IM bas all
requisite power and authority to own and operate its properties and assets, to execute and
deliver this Agreement and all other agreements contemplated hereby, and to carry on its
business as presently conducted and as presently proposed to be conducted. IM is duly
qualified and is authorized to do business and is in good standing as a foreign coiporation in
all jurisdictions in which the nature of its activities and of its properties makes such
qualification necessary, except for those jurisdictions in which the failure to do so would not
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have a material adverse effect on the business, financial condition or operating results of
IM.
b. Due Authorization. The execution, delivery and performance of this Agreement and all
other agreements contemplated hereby have been duly authorized by IM.
c. Binding Obligation. This Agreement has been duly executed and delivered by IM and is a
valid and binding obligation of™· enforceable in accordance with its terms, subject to (a)
applicable bankruptcy, insolvency, reorganization, fraudulent transfer, moratorium or
similar laws affecting creditors' rights generally, and (b) general principles of equity,
including, without limitation, standards of materiality, good faith, fair dealing and
reasonableness, equitable defenses and limits on the availability of equitable remedies,
whether such principles are considered at law or in equity.
d. Conflicts. Neither the execution and delivery of this Agreement or any of the agreements
contemplated hereby nor the consummation of the transactions contemplated hereby or
thereby will: (a) conflict with or violate any provision of the articles of incorporation or
bylaws of IM, (b) conflict with or violate any law, ordinance or regulation or any decree or
order of any court or administrative or other governmental body which is either applicable
to, binding upon or enforceable against lM, except as would not individually, or in the
aggregate, have a material adverse effect on the business, financial condition or operating
results of AM or (c) result in a breach of, constitute a default under, result in the
acceleration of, create in any party the right to accelerate, terminate, modify or cancel, or
require any notice under any mortgage, contract, agreement, indenture, will, trust or other
instrument which is either binding upon or enforceable against IM or its assets and
properties.
e. Consents. Other than as set forth in Exhibit D hereto, no registration or filing with, or
consent or approval of or other action by, any federal, state or other governmental agency or
instrumentality is or will be necessary for the valid execution, delivery and performance by
IM of this Agreement or any agreement contemplated by this Agreement.
4.4 RKI hereby represents and warrants that:
a. Organization of RKI; Power and Authority. RKI is an exempted company duly organized,
validly existing and in good standing under the laws of
" RKI
has all requisite power and authority to own and operate its properties and assets, to execute
and deliver this Agreement and all other agreements contemplated hereby, and to carry on
its business as presently conducted and as presently proposed to be conducted in accordance
with the business Plan. RKI is duly qualified and is authorized to do business and is in good
standing as a foreign corporation in all jurisdictions in which the nature of its activities and
of its properties makes such qualification necessary, except for those jurisdictions in which
the failure to do so would not have a material adverse effect on the business, financial
condition or operating results of RKI.
b. Due Authorization. The execution, delivery and performance of this Agreement and all
other agreements contemplated hereby have been duly authorized by RKI and any required
approvals have been obtained except where the failure to obtain such approval would not
have a material adverse effect on the business, financial condition or operating results of
RKI.
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c.

Binding Obligation. This Agreement has been duly executed and delivered by RKI and is a
valid and binding obligation of RKI, enforceable in accordance with its terms, subject to (a)
applicable bankruptcy, insolvency, reorganization, fraudulent transfer, moratorium or
similar laws affecting creditors' rights generally, and (b) general principles of equity,
including, without limitation, standards of materiality, good faith, fair dealing and
reasonableness, equitable defenses and limits on the availability of equitable remedies,
whether such principles are considered at iaw or in equity.

d.

Conflicts. Neither the execution and delivery of this Agreement or any of the agreements
contemplated hereby nor the consummation of the transactions contemplated hereby or
thereby will: (a) conflict with or violate any provision of the articles of incorporation or
bylaws of RKI, (b) conflict with or violate any law, ordinance or regulation or any decree or
order of any court or administrative or other governmental body which is either applicable
to, binding upon or enforceable against RK.I, except as would not individually, or in the
aggregate, have a material adverse effect on the business, financial condition or operating
results of RKl or (c) result in a breach of, constitute a default under, result in the
acceleration of, create in any party the right to accelerate, terminate, modify or cancel, or
require any notice under any mortgage, contract, agreement, indenture, will, trust or other
instrument which is either binding upon or enforceable against RKl or its assets and
properties.

e.

Consents. No registration or filing with, or consent or approval of or other action by, any
federal, state or other governmental agency or instrumentality is or will be necessary for the
valid execution, delivery and performance by RKl of this Agreement or any agreement
contemplated by this Agreement. Provided, however that AM will be successful in
obtaining an extension of the ECP Agreement for the calendar year 2010. Otherwise, AM
may be required to file a Limited Level Study (LLS) or other documentation requiring
Government of Belize approval to preserve the entitlements contained within the ECP.
Further, because of RKI's proposed modifications to the master site plan, it may be
necessary to file an amendment to the ECP, which would require Government of Belize
approvai.

V. Covenants
5.1 Non-Solicitation. Until the earlier of the Closing Date or ninety (90) days after the date of
termination of this Agreement, none of ADM, RKl or any of their respective affiliates will solicit or hire any
person who is an employee of the other party or the other party's affiliates, for the purpose or with the intent
of enticing such employee away from or out of t.'J.e employment of such other party or its affiliates.

5.2 Confidential Information: In consideration of the execution of this Agreement by ADM and
RK.I and the provision or disclosure hereafter of Confidential Information (as below defined) by RKI to
ADM and vice-versa, all for the purpose of RKI's due diligence and business plan (hereafter presently
intended to be accomplished and developed by RK.I), ADM and RKI agree as follows:
a.

Definition of Confidential Information. The term "Confidential Information", as ust:d in this
Paragraph 5.2, shall mean all printed or electronic information, data and materials marked or
designated "confidential" or "proprietary" and either provided or disclosed by RKl through its
officers, directors, principals, shareholders, partners, members, employees or agents (each, an
"RKI Representative") to ADM or its officers, directors, principals, shareholders, partners,
members, employees or agents (each, an "ADM Representative") or provided or disclosed by
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ADM to RKI, in either case after the date hereof, relating directly to the business of RKI or
ADM, this transaction and/or RKI's business plans and deal structures. Notwithstanding the
foregoing, the term "Confidential Information" shall not include (a) information that at the time
of the disclosure is already in the possession of the receiving Party from a source other than the
disclosing Party, a Representative of the disclosing Party or a third party bound to the disclosing
Party by a confidentiality agreement relating directly to the business of the disclosing Party
and/or this transaction or (b) information that is generally available to the public at the time of
the disciosure other than as a result of acts or omissions of the receiving Party or its
Representative in violation of this Paragraph 5.2.
b. Confidentiality Agreement. The Confidential Information is confidential and proprietary to the
disclosing Party and shall be used by the receiving Party solely in connection with this
transaction. From and after the date of this Agreement, the Confidential Information shall be
kept confidential by the receiving Party and shall not be disclosed, published or otherwise
revealed, in whole or in part, by the receiving Party to any other person or entity, except that it
may be disclosed to the receiving Party's Representatives who are informed of this Paragraph
5.2 and who reasonably need to know such Coniidentiai Information in connection with this
transaction. Prior to any such disclosure of Confidential Information by the receiving Party to
any receiving Party's Representative, the receiving Party shall inform such Representative of the
confidential and proprietary nature of such Confidential Information, the limited purpose for
which it may be used and the terms and conditions of this Paragraph 5.2.
c.

Permitted Disclosures. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained herein, the receiving
Party may disclose (subject to the next succeeding two sentences) such Confidential biformation
to persons and parties who the receiving Party in good faith believes to be potential equity
investors or lenders in respect of this transaction, provided prior to any such disclosure the
receiving Party shall obtain the written agreement of such persons and parties to comply with
the confidentiality obligations contained in this Paragraph 5.2 The receiving Party shall use its
commercially reasonable efforts to notify the disclosing Party in advance of any such authorized
disclosure. In the event the receiving Party becomes legally compelled to disclose any of the
Confidential Information, the receiving Party will use its commercially reasonable: efforts to
provide the disclosing Party with notice of same so that the disclosing Party may seek, at its sole
discretion, a protective order or other appropriate injunctive remedy.

d.

Property Rights in Confidential lnfonnation. All Confidential lnfonnation provided or
disclosed by a disclosing Party shall be and remain the sole and exclusive property of the
disclosing Party, and the receiving Party shall not have any ownership interest therein or other
rights thereto. Without limiting the forgoing, ADM agrees that RKI's business plans and deal
structures, as same exist from time to time, including all drafts thereof, shall be at all times
proprietary to RKI. If this Agreement is terminated, whether by lapse of time or by reason of
Paragraph VI below, then the receiving Party of any Confidential Information at its expense,
shall promptly return to the disclosing Party all Confidential Information which the disclosing
Party or its Representatives provided or disclosed after the date hereof which is in written or
other ta..11gible form (including all copies of all or any part thereot). Notwithstanding the return
of the Confidential Information, each receiving Party shall continue to be bound by all of the
terms and conditions of this Paragraph 5.2 for a period of one (1) year following the date of
return of such Confidential Information, and during such period, that receiving Party shall not
carry on or engage in any way any transactions utilizing the Confidential Information disclosed
to the receiving Party.
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e. Tenn of Confidentiality Agreement. The provisions of this Paragraph 5.2 shall have a tenn of
two (2) years from the date hereof, thereby tenninating on ____, _ 2012.
5.3 Furthe! Assurances. Subject to the terms and conditions herein provided, each Party shall use its
commercially reasonable best efforts to (a) take, or cause to be taken, all actions, and to do, or cause to be
done as promptly as practicable, all things necessary, proper or advisable under applicable laws to
consummate and effect the transactions contemplated by this Agreement, including providing all notices and
making all registrations, filings and applications necessary or desirable for the consummation of the
transactions contemplated herein; (b) defend any lawsuits or other legal proceedings (whether judicial or
administrative) challenging this Agreement or the consummation of the transactions contemplated herein,
including seeking to have any stay or temporary restraining order entered by any court or other
governmental authority vacated or reversed; and (c) fulfill or obtain the fulfillment of all other conditions to
Closing.
5.4 Survival of Representations and Warranties. The representations and warranties of AM, ID, IM
and RKI contained in or made pursuant to this Agreement shall survive the execution and delivery of this
Agreement and the Closing for a period of two (2) years.

VI.

Termination

6.1 This Agreement may be terminated at any time:
a.

by mutual agreement of the Parties;

b. by either Party if the other Party fails to comply in any material respect with any of its
covenants or agreements contained herein, or breaches its representations or warranties
in any material respect and such noncompliance or breach shall continue un-remedied
for a period of ten (10) days after written notice thereof to the non-complying or
breaching Party by the other Party;
c. by either Party if any governmental or regulatory authority with jurisdiction over such
matters shall have issued an order restraining, enjoining or otherwise prohibiting the
formation of the Project as provided hereunder and such order, decree, ruling or other
action shall have become final and un-appealable; provided, however, that the
provisions of this Section 6.1(c) shall not be available to a Party unless such Party shall
have used its reasonable efforts to oppose any such order or to have such order vacated
or made inapplicable to the transactions contemplated by this Agreement; or
d. by either party if the Closing of the Outside Equity Contribution has not occurred on or
prior to
, _ _,provided, however, that no Party hereto shall have the right
to terminate this Agreement under this Section 7.l(d) if such Party's failure to act in
good faith to fulfill any obligation under this Agreement shall have been the cause of, or
shall have resulted in, the failure of said Closing to occur prior to such date.
6.2 Effect of Termination. In the event of termination of this Agreement as provided above, this
Agreement will forthwith become void; and there will be no liability on the part of any Party hereto to the
other Party hereto or its shareholders or directors or officers in respect hereof, except for the obligations of
the Parties pursuant to Section 7.1, and except that nothing herein will relieve any Party from liability
resulting from any breach of this Agreement prior to such termination.
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VII. Miscellaneous
7 .1 Expenses. Each Party shall bear its respective costs and expenses in connection with
entering into this Agreement and the agreements contemplated hereby, except that in the event of any
litigation between the Parties to construe or enforce the provisions of this Agreement, the prevailing Party in
such litigation shall be entitled to recover from the other its reasonable attorneys' fees and expenses.
7 .2 Amendment and Waiver. This Agreement may be amended and any provision of this
Agreement may be waived, provided that, subject to ADM's ability to waive the conditions set forth in
Section 5.1 and RKI's ability to waive the conditions set forth in Section 5.2, any such amendment or waiver
will be binding upon a Party only if such amendment or waiver is set forth in a writing executed by ADM
and RKI. No course of dealing between or among any persons having any interest in this Agreement will be
deemed effective to modify or amend any part of this Agreement or any rights or obligations of any party
under or by reason of this Agreement.
8.3 Notices. All notices and other communications given or delivered under this Agreement will
be in writing and shall be made by hand delivery, overnight courier, first-class mail, or telecopier and will be
deemed to have been given when personally delivered, four business days after being mailed by first class
mail, return receipt requested, or delivered by express courier service or telecopied (subject to receipt of
written confirmation). Notices and communications to ADM and RKI will, unless another a<l<lress is
specified in writing, be sent to the addresses below:

Notices to ADM:

ioVest Development, L.L.C.
191 North Wacker Drive
23rd Floor
Chicago, IL 60606
Attention: David Gronski
Telecopy: (312) 658-0001

Notices to RKI:
Richard Knorr International, Limited
455 E . IllinoisSt., Suite 261
Chicago, IL 6061 J
Attention: Richard Knorr
Telecopy: (312) 595-1794

8.4 Binding Agreement; Assignment. This Agreement and all of the provisions hereof will be
binding upon and inure to the benefit of the Parties hereto and their respective successors and permitted
assigns, but neither this Agreement nor any of the rights, interests or obligations hereunder may be assigned
by a Party without the prior written consent of the other Party.
8.5 Severability. Whenever possible, each provision of this Agreement will be interpreted in such
manner as to be effective and valid under applicable law, but, if any provision of this Agreement is held to
be prohibited by or invalid under applicable law, such provision will be ineffective only to the extent of such
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prohibition or invalidity, without invalidating the remainder of such provisions or the remaining provisions
of this Agreement.
8.6 No Strict Construction. The language used in this Agreemeht will be deemed to be the language
chosen by the Parties hereto to express their mutual intent, and no rule of strict construction will be applied
against any person.

8.7 Heading: Intemretation. The headings used in this Agreement are for convenience ofreference
only and do not constitute a part of this Agreement and will not be deemed to limit, characterize or in any
way affect any provision of this Agreement, and all provisions of this Agreement will be enforced and
construed as if no caption had been used in this Agreement.
8.8 Entire Agreement. This Agreement and the documents contemplated hereby contain the entire
agreement between the Parties and supersede any prior understandings, agreements or representations by or
between the Parties, written or oral, which may have related to the subject matter hereof in any way. In
particular, upon execution of this Agreement, if any inconsistencies exist between this Agreement and the
Letter Agreement then this Agreement shall control.

8. 9 Counterparts. This Agreement may be executed in one or more counterparts, each of which shall
be deemed an original but all of which taken together will constitute one and the same instrument.
8.10 Governing Law. This Agreement shall be governed by, and construed in accordance with, the
laws of the State of Illinois applicable to contracts executed in and to be performed in that state.
8 .11 Parties in Interest. Nothing in this Agreement, express or implied, is intended to confer on any
person other than the Parties and their respective successors and permitted assigns any rights or remedies
under or by virtue of this Agreement.
8.12 Binding Authority. The undersigned represent and warrant that they ha".e full power and
authority to execute this Agreement and any and all associated agreements.
8.13 Disputes. Any dispute or controversy arising out of, or relating to, this Agreement, or the
making thereof (including, but not limited to, any claim that this Agreement or any portion thereof was
induced by fraud), shall first be addressed by a good faith effort by the Parties to resolve such dispute. If the
Parties are unable to find a resolution within 30 days of notification of such dispute then such dispute shall
be determined by arbitration in Chicago, Illinois in accordance with the rules of the American Arbitration
Association. This arbitration clause, and any issue concerning the arbitrability of any dispute between the
Parties, shall be governed and construed in accordance with the Federal Arbitration Act, 9U.S.C.§1, et seq.
Any arbitration award shall be final and binding upon the Parties and judgment upon the award may be
entered in any court having jurisdiction. The cost of any attorney's fees including arbitration costs shall be
borne by the losing Party. This Agreement shall be binding upon and inure to the benefit of any successors,
assigns, heirs and personal representatives of the Parties.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties hereto have caused this Agreement to be duly executed as of the day
and year first above written.

ADM

RKI
By:~~~~~~~~~~

Paul Goguen, President of
ioVest Management, Inc., Manager of
ioVest Development, L .L.C., General

Name:
Title:
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Partner of Axa Macao Holdings, L.P
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THE VISION
Ara Resort & Marina stands apart as Belize’s ultimate luxury lifestyle estate & master planned community.
The Ara vision represents the culmination of years of work & passion for designing and creating balanced,
harmonious living spaces, spaces that in turn create vibrant communities, each complementing each other to
create the ultimate lifestyle - Ara Living.
Ara in simple translation means “to make beautiful”. Ara is a celebration of life and our singular focus is to
create, calming, tranquil and secure living communities. Ara understands the direct link between longevity,
lifestyle and the environment we live in, to that end our goal is to create the ultimate community environment
for our owners to live a balanced lifestyle that brings them many years of joy and wonderful memories.
The Ara project introduces a new level of sophistication for development in the region, from our paved Internal
roads with properly engineered drainage systems through to our protected Inlet and safe harbor, featuring
oversized canals with composite seawalls.
Ara Resort & Marina will at each development stage challenge what came before, we aim to simply do it
better, leaving a legacy that’s stands the test of time.
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ARA LIFESTYLE

Ara Resort & Marina has been designed from the ground up to make a bold statement, a statement that so
many planned master communities fail to consider. Ara Resort & Marina is not about finding a place to grow
old, we can do that anywhere. Ara is designed to celebrate life, to live a healthy activity based lifestyle in a
community that literally screams live and live well.
Everything about Ara is designed around lifestyle, from our Bicycle and Exercise lane on all internal paved
roads that allows our owners a safe and secure environment to exercise, through to our planned Marina for our
boating and fishing enthusiasts. As the project evolves a major focus will be on the addition of a health and
wellness center, tennis courts, commercial shops, multiple restaurants and other amenities that will add to the
Ara Lifestyle.
Ara Living is also about having peace and tranquility to that end the community will have a 24-hour manned
security access gate, keeping the community exclusive and giving you the undisturbed lifestyle you deserve.
Spend the golden years doing what you love, when you want in a beautiful, safe and natural setting.
Welcome to Ara Lifestyle, it’s our way of life.
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The Site
Ara Resort & Marina is located at the gateway to the Placencia Peninsula and consists of 600 acres featuring 1
mile of Caribbean sandy beach frontage and ample frontage on the Placencia Lagoon.
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Ara Resort & Marina - The Site

The development site represents one of the best opportunities in the Caribbean, with tarred road access, secure
water rights and one of the largest natural Aquifers in the region. Proximity to the proposed International
Airport bodes well for the future value of Home Sites, Commercial, Hotel and Condominium developments
within the Ara Community.
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Ara Resort & Marina - The Site

The site is made up of Beachfront, Coastal Plains and Tropical Rainforest, a substantial portion will be
retained for “Green Spaces” Communal Parks and Protected Reserves.
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FUTURE PHASES
Ara Resort & Marina is blessed with over 600 acres of stunning land that stretches from the Ocean to the
Placencia Lagoon, each phase will be developed under a responsible stewardship working in conjunction with
the Department of Environment and in consultation with the National Environmental Appraisal Council, to
ensure the development achieves it’s goals of creating a responsible lifestyle estate that sets the standard for
future development at each stage of development from now and into the future.

After the development of the initial stages, our focus will shift to adding additional facilities and amenities,
more specifically lifestyle related facilities. Some of the facilities prioritized are: Tennis Courts, Pickle Ball
Courts, Residential Parks, Wellness Center, Shops and Restaurants.
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Ara Resort & Marina - Future Phases

One of the key factors that marks all successful developments is the ability to read the market and listen to
your customers. Designing future phases of Ara Resort & Marina will be a factor of demand created by
successful previous phases, combined with the demand in the marketplace. Each phase needs to be measured
accordingly, ensuring Ara Resort & Maria never over extends or over leverages. Ara Resort & Marina is proud
to bring you, the customer a product that is designed around your needs and desires, whether it be the first
phase or the second, rest assured that we are listening to every owner and every potential customer, Ara after
all is about Community and Lifestyle.
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REAL ESTATE
Belize has experienced unprecedented growth over the last few years and represents one of the last true
opportunities for a healthy property appreciation in the Caribbean. Prices in more mature destinations for a
similar product will go for twice the price as a minimum.
We have seen a huge increase of Real Estate transactional volume in the last 18 months with major projects
breaking ground and record Tourism Arrivals.
Ara has been positioned to offer some of the best Beachfront Home Sites and Canal Front Home Sites
available in the region, the project is set to raise the bar in every respect and will feature many first for
developments in the region.
Each Real Estate Purchase already includes your legal & Administrational Transfer costs incorporated into the
transaction, saving you 1.5- 2% in legal fees...Buyers will only be responsible for adding in their once off 5%
stamp duty payable to the Government of Belize at closing, as the only additional cost in the transaction.
The opportunity to land bank or lock in your dream home site has never been easier contact us now to reserve
your Home Site.
Click here to find out about how to finance your purchase.
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Pricing & Availability
All Lots

Available Lots

Sold Lots

Phase 1 Listings:

Lot 2

SOLD

Peninsula Beachfront Home
Sites

Lot 3

W'

L'

Acreage

76

220

0.38

Selling Price

AVAILABLE

Peninsula Beachfront Home

75

204

0.33

$308,070

75

174

0.29

$269,325

75

153

0.27

$255,150

75

170

0.27

$255,150

Sites

Lot 4

AVAILABLE

Peninsula Beachfront Home
Sites

Lot 5

AVAILABLE

Peninsula Beachfront Home
Sites

Lot 6

AVAILABLE

Peninsula Beachfront Home
Sites
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Ara Resort & Marina - Pricing & Availability

Lot 7

AVAILABLE

Peninsula Beachfront Home

75

179

0.29

$276,885

Sites

Lot 8

SOLD

Peninsula Beachfront Home

75

204

0.33

Sites

Lot 9

AVAILABLE

Peninsula Beachfront Home

79

192

0.34

$331,500

Sites

Lot 10

SOLD

Peninsula Beachfront Home

92

176

0.37

88

182

0.36

Sites

Lot 11

SOLD

Peninsula Beachfront Home
Sites

Lot 12

AVAILABLE

Peninsula Beachfront Home

86

176

0.35

$337,350

79

172

0.28

$271,050

76

151

0.25

$247,650

75

151

0.25

$247,650

Sites

Lot 13

AVAILABLE

Peninsula Beachfront Home
Sites

Lot 14

AVAILABLE

Peninsula Beachfront Home
Sites

Lot 15

AVAILABLE

Peninsula Beachfront Home
Sites

Lot 16

SOLD

Peninsula Beachfront Home

75

164

0.27

Sites
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Lot 17

AVAILABLE

Peninsula Beachfront Home

77

158

0.28

$270,075

75

175

0.29

$279,825

75

212

0.33

$324,675

Sites

Lot 18

AVAILABLE

Peninsula Beachfront Home
Sites

Lot 19

AVAILABLE

Peninsula Beachfront Home
Sites

Lot 20

SOLD

Peninsula Beachfront Home

75

242

0.39

75

232

0.42

75

243

0.43

87

243

0.43

Sites

Lot 21

SOLD

Peninsula Beachfront Home
Sites

Lot 22

SOLD

Peninsula Beachfront Home
Sites

Lot 23

SOLD

Peninsula Beachfront Home
Sites

Lot 24

AVAILABLE

Peninsula Beachfront Home

96

222

0.42

$405,600

Sites

Lot 25

SOLD

Peninsula Beachfront Home

98

161

0.22

141

154

0.3

Sites

Lot 26

SOLD

Peninsula Beachfront Home
Sites
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Lot 27

AVAILABLE

Peninsula Harbour Home

122

178

0.45

$434,850

Sites

Lot 28

SOLD

Peninsula Harbour Home

151

178

0.34

130

131

0.23

130

169

0.32

87

169

0.3

Sites

Lot 29

SOLD

Peninsula Harbour Home
Sites

Lot 30

SOLD

Peninsula Harbour Home
Sites

Lot 31

SOLD

Peninsula Harbour Home
Sites

Lot 32

AVAILABLE

Peninsula Harbour Home

83

167

0.28

$227,200

83

165

0.28

$220,800

Sites

Lot 33

AVAILABLE

Peninsula Harbour Home
Sites

Lot 34

SOLD

Peninsula Harbour Home

78

156

0.27

Sites

Lot 35

AVAILABLE

Peninsula Harbour Home

78

158

0.27

$216,000

79

167

0.28

$223,200

Sites

Lot 36

AVAILABLE

Peninsula Harbour Home
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Sites

Lot 37

AVAILABLE

Peninsula Harbour Home

77

171

0.29

$232,800

Sites

Lot 38

SOLD

Peninsula Harbour Home

77

171

0.29

Sites

Lot 39

AVAILABLE

Peninsula Harbour Home

77

163

0.28

$221,600

75

158

0.28

$193,900

75

164

0.28

$198,800

75

166

0.29

$200,200

86

165

0.33

$276,250

Sites

Lot 40

AVAILABLE

Peninsula Harbour Home
Sites

Lot 41

AVAILABLE

Peninsula Harbour Home
Sites

Lot 42

AVAILABLE

Peninsula Harbour Home
Sites

Lot 43

AVAILABLE

Peninsula Harbour Home
Sites

Lot 44

SOLD

Peninsula Harbour Home

89

168

0.34

88

167

0.33

Sites

Lot 45

SOLD

Peninsula Harbour Home
Sites

Lot 46

AVAILABLE

Peninsula Harbour Home

Case 3:18-bk-03615-PS
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Sites

Lot 47

AVAILABLE

Peninsula Harbour Home

75

162

0.27

$191,100

75

155

0.26

$184,800

75

153

0.27

$186,200

75

160

0.27

$190,400

Sites

Lot 48

AVAILABLE

Peninsula Harbour Home
Sites

Lot 49

AVAILABLE

Peninsula Harbour Home
Sites

Lot 50

AVAILABLE

Peninsula Harbour Home
Sites

Ara Resort & Marina Pricing and Availability Interactive Site Plan
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FAQ’s
https://www.arabelize.com/real‐estate/faqs

THE DEVELOPMENT
Has the project been granted full approval?
Yes, full Environmental Clearance and Subdivision Approval has been granted for Phase 1 of Ara Resort
& Marina.

Does the project meet environmental guidelines for responsible development?
Absolutely, a comprehensive and updated Environmental Impact Assessment was completed in 2017,
modifications to the Master Plan where made to accommodate the strict Environmental safeguards and
requirements after consulting with NEAC (National Environmental Appraisal Committee).

What are the steps the developer is taking to ensure responsible stewardship of the environment?
Large tracts of natural forest and green spaces are being reserved and preserved to ensure we have a
balance of developed spaces and natural habitats. Environmentally friendly practices for waste
management and operations will be adopted and alternative energy is encouraged for our
homebuilders. All construction on the site must get approved by our Habitat Review Board, the board is
there to ensure the overall protection of Ara and encourage smart and environmentally friendly design.
MEP design and engineering will follow best industry practices to ensure, grey water recycling, solar hot
water (where possible), LED Exterior lighting and other environmentally friendly practices.

What type of internal roads are being built?
Chip and Tar solid surface all weather internal roads

What type of Drainage is being engineered to ensure a clean and efficient community?
All internal roads are solid surface and elevated to ensure run off is directed through our Curb & Gutter
drains and out through the seawalls. All sites are filled and elevated to ensure no standing water and
safe natural movement of storm water runoff safely into the canals

What services and utilities will be provided to homeowners?
Each Home Site will have electrical, water and cable run right up to each site.

Case 3:18-bk-03615-PS
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PENINSULA HOME SITES
Do the Home Sites come fully filled?
Yes

The Harbour Home Sites that face the canals, what type of seawalls will be provided?
PVC Seawalls with a composite cap and properly engineered dead man’s anchors

What are the setback restrictions for building on Home Sites?
A. Ocean Lots A minimum set back of fifty (40) feet from the mean high water line of the Caribbean Sea.
A minimum side set back of five (5) feet with any other lot or Common Elements and a minimum set
back of thirty (30) feet from the Road.
B. Marina Lots A minimum set back of forty (40) feet from the Marina Canal. The side set back is
staggered with three (3) feet on one side and seven (7) feet on the opposite side to any other Lot or
Common Elements, and a minimum of thirty (30) feet from a Road.

Do the Home Sites come with freehold Title?
Yes

How soon can a Homeowner start construction of their home?
Initial Home Construction is slated to start mid‐2017, with initial applications being submitted to the
Habitat Review Board

FINANCING
How do I apply for financing?
Simply request from Ara or your Real Estate Agent an Application form, once filled in submit to Ara, we
are working with CCG to create and online application to speed up the process.

How is the financing secured?
A first lien is put against the property as per any standard mortgage, the property acts as security for the
finance, as well as in some cases life insurance.
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Are their prepayment penalties and or interest penalties for early settlement?
None, whatsoever

What is required to apply?
Valid copy of Passport, Proof of Residential Address and Social Security Number, Property Details
through a signed offer to purchase.

How long does the approval take?
Once all documents received 48 hrs.

Is the interest rate fixed?
Yes

BUILDING A HOUSE AT ARA
What is the anticipated timeline for Homeowners to start building their houses?
We recommend you submit house plans to the HRB (Habitat Review Board) prior to submitting to the
Central Building Authority, this will ensure you have an approved design for submitting for final planning
approval with the Central Building Authority in Belize and avoid any delays. The Habitat Review Board
will analyze the plans and meet with the homebuilder to cover any questions, this process can be
wrapped up within a few days and have your plans approved by us within a week. Note: Should our
owners wish advice on using local Architects and Engineers to prepare plans for submission to CBA we
would be happy to assist and advise. Once approvals from the Central Building Authority are in place,
construction can start immediately

What are the restrictions on Architectural Styles?
None, in creating a design vision for Ara we must look closely at the past while accounting for changing
design trends, all the while keeping our focus on asking one simple question, “Will the design in
question be consistent with the Ara standard and/or increase the value of the Ara product?” The
standard is designed with enough flexibility that will allow a contemporary upscale Residence to blend
seamlessly with a neighboring Spanish or Colonial Style Residence.
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What is the minimum square footage requirement for a House?
1,800 Square Feet

What is the Habitat Review Board?
The Habitat Review Board is made up of construction design and development professionals that ensure
that the standard of construction and the overall design of Residences at Ara Resort & Marina should
draw upon the vernacular and historic indigenous architecture while seeking to preserve the existing
natural environment and its ecology to the greatest extent possible, respond to the opportunities and
restraints of the tropical climate, and preserve views for all Owners. A design standard must be set that
will honor history, while being flexible enough to allow for innovative and contemporary design trends,
such that real estate values for individual Owners and the greater Ara Resort & Marina community are
preserved and enhanced.

Where can I get more information on Architectural Design Guidelines for building a house at Ara?
A copy can be downloaded at: Ara‐Homebuilder‐Architectural‐Guidelines.pdf

BUYING REAL ESTATE IN BELIZE
How soon will transfer of title take place?
This will take place usually 90 days after agreement of sale is signed and deposits are paid.

Is there stamp duty payable on the sale?
A once off 5% stamp duty is paid to the Government of Belize.

What are the estimated legal and closing costs?
Nothing as these are included in the purchase price and contracted out at a reduced rate to our in‐house
property legal specialist.

Are there any restrictions bringing my money out of Belize?
None if the proceeds are from the sale of your real estate

Will the sale of my home attract capital gains tax?
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No not in Belize, however based country of citizenship, you may have a requirement to declare any
capital gains. We recommend consulting a tax specialist from your country of residence.

Can an IBC (offshore company) own property in Belize?
Yes of course, but not a Belize IBC.

Is there an inheritance tax in Belize?
No

Can a trust be setup in Belize?
Yes

What are the annual property taxes and how are they assessed?
Property taxes are very low in Belize and taxes for each individual residence are payable yearly, an
average home would not be more than $150 a year.

Can a foreign company purchase property in Belize
Yes

Can ownership be held in a foreign trust?
Yes

What legal title is given to property buyers?
A Land certificate
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FINANCING
Ara Resort & Marina is proud to announce the exclusive partnership with the Caribbean Commerce Group,
through our partnership CCG has created a flexible offshore financing model that features two competitive
finance options:

OPTION 1

OPTION 2

THE ACCELERATED OWNERSHIP
FACILITY

THE HOME BUILDERS OWNERSHIP
FACILITY

Deposit Requirement: 50% Down payment.

Deposit Requirement: 25% Down payment.

Term: a 10-year term.

Term: a 15-year term.

Interest Rate: A competitive interest rate of 6.95%

Interest Rate: A competitive interest rate of 7.95%

Notes:

Notes:

This is a fixed Interest Rate (Not linked to

This is a fixed Interest Rate (Not linked to

Prime or Libor).

Prime of Libor).

There are no interest penalties for early

There are no interest penalties for early

settlement.

settlement.

Property Title is transferred upon approval

Property Title is transferred upon approval

and payment of Deposit, with CCG taking a

and payment of Deposit, with CCG taking a

primary position on the Real Estate until

primary position on the Real Estate until

facility is paid up.

facility is paid up.

This package includes legal and attorney

This package includes legal and attorney

transfer costs, but does not include the 5%

transfer costs, but does not include the 5%

Stamp Duty payable as a once off duty for the

Stamp Duty payable as a once off duty for the

purchase of Real Estate to the Government of

purchase of Real Estate to the Government of
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Belize.

Belize.

This option is designed for those customers that

This option is designed for those customers that

are looking at buying now and want to pay this off

are looking to buy now and build now, a lower

before retirement, allowing them to have the land

deposit with a longer term that lowers the monthly

title completely debt free by the time they build,

premium, allows customers to buy and build at the

this allows our buyers to also look at using the

same time.

equity in the land to potentially finance some of
the construction of their dream home.

PLEASE USE OUR MORTGAGE CALCULATOR BELOW
TO CALCULATE YOUR PREMIUMS

PROPERTY PRICE

DOWN PAYMENT / DEPOSIT
50%

$

YEARS
10

INTEREST RATE
CALCULATE MORGAGE

6.95%

Please note that the Calculator is only for a base estimation and does not include administration and
processing fees.
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Phase (1) Peninsula Home Sites – Pricing & Availability
Lot Size
Lot
2

Type
Peninsula Beachfront Home Sites

W'
65

L'
235

Acreage
0.44

Selling Price

3

Peninsula Beachfront Home Sites

75

198

0.36

$340,200

4

Peninsula Beachfront Home Sites

75

174

0.32

$302,400

5

Peninsula Beachfront Home Sites

75

163

0.29

$274,050

6

Peninsula Beachfront Home Sites

75

170

0.29

$274,050

7

Peninsula Beachfront Home Sites

75

180

0.30

$283,500

Peninsula Beachfront Home Sites

75

193

0.32

Peninsula Beachfront Home Sites

75

209

0.35

8

Status
Sold

Sold

9

$341,250

10

Sold

Peninsula Beachfront Home Sites

75

196

0.35

11

Sold

Peninsula Beachfront Home Sites

75

183

0.32

12

Peninsula Beachfront Home Sites

75

173

0.29

$282,750

13

Peninsula Beachfront Home Sites

75

167

0.25

$243,750

14

Peninsula Beachfront Home Sites

75

163

0.28

$273,000

15

Peninsula Beachfront Home Sites

75

160

0.28

$273,000

Peninsula Beachfront Home Sites

75

160

0.27

Peninsula Beachfront Home Sites

75

177

0.29

16

Sold

17

$282,750

18

Sold

Peninsula Beachfront Home Sites

75

193

0.32

19

Sold

Peninsula Beachfront Home Sites

75

207

0.34

20

Sold

Peninsula Beachfront Home Sites

75

220

0.36

21

Peninsula Beachfront Home Sites

75

232

0.38

$370,500

22

Peninsula Beachfront Home Sites

75

243

0.41

$399,750

Peninsula Beachfront Home Sites

75

253

0.42

Peninsula Beachfront Home Sites

97

215

0.43

Peninsula Beachfront Home Sites

96

215

0.28

26

Peninsula Beachfront Home Sites

140

149

0.28

$273,000

27

Peninsula Beachfront Home Sites

112

163

0.44

$429,000

Peninsula Harbour Home Sites

151

163

0.30

23

Sold

24
25

28

Sold

Sold
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29

Sold

Peninsula Harbour Home Sites

130

130

0.25

30

Sold

Peninsula Harbour Home Sites

130

170

0.27

31

Sold

Peninsula Harbour Home Sites

89

170

0.29

32

Peninsula Harbour Home Sites

77

155

0.26

$208,000

33

Peninsula Harbour Home Sites

77

153

0.26

$208,000

Peninsula Harbour Home Sites

77

154

0.26

35

Peninsula Harbour Home Sites

77

154

0.26

$208,000

36

Peninsula Harbour Home Sites

77

154

0.26

$208,000

37

Peninsula Harbour Home Sites

77

154

0.26

$208,000

38

Peninsula Harbour Home Sites

77

154

0.26

$208,000

39

Peninsula Harbour Home Sites

77

154

0.26

$208,000

40

Peninsula Harbour Home Sites

75

139

0.25

$175,000

41

Peninsula Harbour Home Sites

75

138

0.25

$175,000

42

Peninsula Harbour Home Sites

76

138

0.25

$175,000

43

Peninsula Harbour Home Sites

94

156

0.30

$255,000

34

Sold

44

Sold

Peninsula Harbour Home Sites

75

145

0.25

45

Sold

Peninsula Harbour Home Sites

75

145

0.25

46

Peninsula Harbour Home Sites

75

145

0.25

$175,000

47

Peninsula Harbour Home Sites

75

145

0.25

$175,000

48

Peninsula Harbour Home Sites

75

145

0.25

$175,000

49

Peninsula Harbour Home Sites

75

145

0.25

$175,000

50

Peninsula Harbour Home Sites

75

145

0.25

$175,000
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Contact us
Ara Resort & Marina
First name *
Placencia, Stann Creek, Belize

Family name *

 info@arabelize.com

Email *

 sales@arabelize.com

Contact number *

 Call us in Belize

Comments

+(501) 615 2035

1000 characters left

Send
Send
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